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Abstract. The theoretical and experimental evidence concerning mechanisms likely 
to be responsible for the attenuation of seismic waves are reviewed. Intergranular 
thermoelastic relaxation, atomic diffusion, and dislocation mechanisms cannot be ruled 
out as significant causes of seismic attenuation, but the most effective mechanisms seem 
to be associated with partial melting, grain-boundary relaxation, and a poorly under- 
stood mechanism called 'high-temperature, internal-friction background' which obeys 
an equation of the form 
Q4= (A/f) exp (--H*/RT) 
Here Q-X is a dimensionless measure of artelasticity, ] is the frequency, T is the absolute 
temperature, and A, H*, and R are constants for a material of uniform composition and 
grain size. Many of the mechanisms considered here have a strongl• frequency-depend- 
ent Q-x. However, in a material as complex as a rock, there is unlikely to be a single 
discrete relaxation time or activation energy, or a single 'typical' grain size. The ob- 
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served Q-X is likely to result from a superposition of several mechanisms and involve 
a spectrum of parameters leading to weaker frequency dependence than is predicted 
from a single simple mechanism. The seismic data cannot at present resolve the ques- 
tion of whether or not Q-X has an intrinsic frequency dependence. The extent and the 
limitations of the available seismic data are discussed. Experimental data on the at- 
tenuation of oxides are summarized, the measurements at high temperature and low 
frequency being emphasized. 
The elastic properties of a solid are controlled mainly by the interatomic 
forces of the crystalline lattice and to a good approximation are functions of the 
molar volume alone. The intrinsic effect of temperature at constant volume is 
small and, in general, temperature can be treated as a small perturbation. Elastic 
properties therefore supply information about composition and density; pressure, 
temperature, solid-solution effects, and polymorphism affect these properties 
through their effect on the density. The seismic velocities in the earth have 
yielded estimates of the composition and density in the various regions. 
Anelastic properties of solids are controlled by the thermal and defect prop- 
erties. Depending on the mechanism, these properties are influenced by thermal 
conductivity, grain size, defect concentration and mobility, diffusion rate, and on 
the relatively weak interatomic and interdefect bonds at grain boundaries. Many 
of the mechanisms are activated processes that depend very strongly on tem- 
perature and, to a small extent, pressure. 
Recent advances in seismology have made it possible to measure the attenua- 
tion of seismic body and surface waves at different frequencies. Properly in- 
terpreted, these measurements may reveal the 'anelastic' properties of the earth 
as a function of depth. It is important for solid-earth geophysicists to interpret 
the attenuation of seismic waves properly and derive as much information as 
possible from these measurements, since they complement the measurements of 
elastic properties. Although laboratory work on rocks and minerals of geophysical 
interest has lagged behind the seismic work, laboratory data on other materials, 
combined with existing theories of anelasticity, provide a useful framework for 
interpreting the new seismic data. 
There are several commonly used measures of attenuation (see, for example, 
Gellin•s [1961] ). In this discussion we shall use 'internal friction,' Q-•, defined 
by Q-• - (1/2•) AW/W, where W is the total amount of elastic energy stored per 
unit volume per cycle, and AW is the part of W that is dissipated per cycle. The 
parameter Q is often called the 'quality factor.' For linear mechanisms (i.e., 
those such that a sinusoidal stress input gives an output of the same frequency, 
and such that Q-X is independent of the strain amplitude) we have Q-X - tan $, 
where • is the phase lag between stress and strain. Otherwise, detailed considera- 
tion of the energy loss is needed to compute Q-X. 
Most of the geophysical literature on attenuation of seismic waves is con- 
cerned with the macroscopic phenomenology of absorption. Several excellent 
reviews of this aspect of the subject have appeared [Knopo•, 1964; Knopo• and 
MacDonald, 1960; Futterman, 1962; Strick, 1967]. Undue attention has been 
paid to mechanisms, both linear and nonlinear, that give an internal friction 
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which is absolutely independent, or only very weakly dependent, on frequency, 
even though the presently available seismic data make no such demands. Little 
attention has been paid to the possible microscopic or a•omisti½ causes of seismic- 
wave absorption. Although there is a vast literature on attenuation mechanisms 
by solid state physicists, metallurgists, and ceramicists, much of it is phenom- 
enological, and, because of interes• in low temperatures, low pressures, high 
frequencies, high purifies, and single crystals, much of i• is no• relevan• •o seismic 
problems. 
Knopof] [1964] reviewed •he geophysics literature on a•tenua•ion, taking a 
phenomenological pproach. I-Ie pointed out [ha• in the earth and in rocks atten- 
uation appears to be linear. The internal friction of rocks, as measured in the 
laboratory, is roughly independen• of frequency from I [o 10 • I-Iz, is higher by an 
order of magnitude or more in polycrys[als than in single crystals, and is respon- 
sible for very little dispersion, if any. Seismic experiments in sandstone, shale, 
and soils indicate •hat •he internal fric[on is independent of frequency from 100 
[o 1000 ttz. Knopoff reviews several linear and nonlinear phenomenological 
models •ha[ account for •he frequency-independen• in•ernal friction, bu[ devotes 
li•le discussion [o the microscopic mechanisms that migh• be responsible for such 
behavior. 
Observations of earthquake-induced seismic waves suggest [ha[ •he a•tenua- 
tion of shear waves is greater than that of compressional waves. In the upper 
man•le of the earth •he shear wave in•ernal friction is in [he range of 6-9 x 10 -•, 
and in the lower mantle it is of •he order of 7 x 10 -•. 
Gordon 'and Nelson [1966] have reviewed some of the possible seismic atten- 
uation mechanisms and emphasized the importance of frequency-dependen• and 
thermally activated processes. They rank viscous grain-boundary damping, 
stress-induced ordering, and dislocation damping as the most probable sources of 
seismic attenuation. Anderson and Archambeau [1964] briefly discussed •her- 
mally activated mechanisms, assuming an in[ernal friction of the form Q-• - C 
ß exp [-(E • + PV•)/RT], where C is a constant independen[ of temperature, 
pressure, or frequency, E • and V • are activation energy and activation volume, 
and P and T are temperature and pressure. Such mechanisms could explain •he 
apparen• high-a•enua[ion zone in •he upper man•le in •erms of temperature and 
pressure variations alone; in the upper mantle •he effect of •empera[ure predomi- 
nates and •he in•ernal friction is high, bu• in •he lower man•le •he effec• of 
pressure suppresses this mechanism and •he in•ernal friction decreases. This type 
of mechanism gives a satisfactory fi5 5o seismic surface-wave a•tenua•ion data, 
provided •hat •he activation volume is relatively small (i.e., •he pressure effec• 
is weak). This mechanism assumes a frequency-independen5 in•ernal friction, 
which is somewha• in confiic• wi•h experimental observations in oxides, bu• which 
will be justified below. 
Anderson [1967] also reviewed some of the physical mechanisms likely to be 
important sources of a•tenua•ion in •he earth and further emphasized •he im- 
portance of •he s•rong increase in in•ernal friction observed a• high •empera•ure 
and i•s probable relation to grain boundary phenomena. Although no•ing •he 
strong frequency dependence of most aS•enua•ion mechanisms, he pointed ou• 
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that a distribution of chemical and physical properties might weaken the fre- 
quency dependence, so that in a multicomponent, multiphase system with a 
spectrum of grain sizes, an internal friction which is only a weak function of 
frequency is not unexpected. Savage [1967] invoked a similar argument to give 
a frequency-independent Q-X for a thermoelastie mechanism. 
The present paper extends these earlier discussions of microscopic seismic 
loss mechanisms. Unfortunately, the conclusions cannot be definitive, since the 
loss mechanism is difficult •o pin down even in the laboratory, where measure- 
ments can be made as a function of frequency, temperature, pressure, purity, 
grain size, annealing history, etc. Also, it is unfortunate that geophysieists on the 
one hand, and experimenters in physical and engineering properties of material 
on the other hand, have not asked the same questions about the anelastie prop- 
erties of solids. Geo.physicists are concerned with the relative attenua•io.n of 
compressional and shear waves, attenuation at extremely low frequencies (10 -4 
to I I-Iz), and the effects of high temperature and pressure. Experimenters in 
other fields have been concerned largely with ultrasonic effects at low temperature 
and have done very little to investigate the effects of high pressure or the relative 
attenuation of compressional and shear waves. Most experimental measurements 
by geophysicists have been on rocks at low pressures, for which the attenuation 
is probably dominated by cracks and porosity, and which would be unrepresenta- 
five of mantle materials. Measurements by other experimenters have been per- 
formed on extremely pure materials of uniform composition and grain size, which, 
again, are probably not representative of mantle materials. 
Much of what follows has been taken from the literature of applied physics, 
acoustics, mechanical engineering, metallurgy, ceramic science, and glass tech- 
nology. Only the mechanisms tha• are likely to be relevant to attenuation at 
high temperature and pressure and to polycrystalline solids will be considered 
here. Rayleigh scattering, quantum mechanical effects, ferromagnetic, electron- 
phonon, and phonon-phonon i teractions will no6 be considered, nor will a compre- 
hensive review of data for metals, plastics, rubbers, purely ionic materials, or 
rocks at room temperature and pressure be attempted. 
In reviewing the seismological and experimental observations of anelastieity, 
we shall depar• from seismological tradition and refer to the property Q-X rather 
than its inverse, Q, the quality factor. We do this for two reasons. First, a seismic 
wave traveling over regions of different anelastie properties is attenuated accord- 
ing to an average of the (1/Q)'s rather than the Q's. For body waves in a layered 
medium, the weighting factor for this average is the travel time in each layer; 
for surface waves and free oscillations, •he weighting factor is related to the 
elastic energy. If the weighting factors for two layers are the same but the Q's 
are 100 and 1000, respectively, the 'average' Q will be 182. If the Q's are 100 and 
10,000, the 'average' will be only 198. Thus Q can be a rather misleading meas- 
urement when it is used to represent an average of the properties of different 
regions. 
Second, when attenuation is caused by more than one mechanism, the total 
attenuation will be described by the sum of the Q-• from the separate mechanisms 
(provided that the mechanisms are linear and independent). This fact makes 
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curve fitting •ar easier when dealing wih Q-•. In addition, Q-• is a direct measure 
oœ anelasticity or departure •rom ideal elasticity and is more meaningful physi- 
cally than is its inverse. 
RECENT SEISMIC RESULTS 
The seismic determinations oœ attenuation in the mantle have recently been 
summarized by Knopoff [1964] and Anderson [1967]. The discovery that the 
low-velocity zone in the upper mantle is also a region o.f high absorption is one 
of the most important results to date. Data from Love waves and Rayleigh 
waves suggest hat attenuation in shear is greater than attenuation in compres- 
sion [Anderson et al., 1965]. No clear-cut evidence has yet been found for an 
intrinsic frequency dependence for Q-X. Unfortunately, some assumptions about 
the frequency dependence of Q-• are required in the surface-wave, free-oscillation, 
and spectral-ratio methods of estimating Q-• in the various regions of the earth. 
Since highly absorptive regions in the upper mantle appear to dominate observed 
attenuations, it has not yet been possible to determine the details of the Q-• 
variation with depth in the lower mantle. It is only possible to state that the 
average Q-• of the lower mantle is about an order of magnitude lower than the 
average Q-• of the upper mantle. 
Press [1956], Anderson and Kovach [1964], and Kovach and Anderson [1964] 
determined average values of Q-' for shear waves for the whole mantle that fell 
in the range 0.0017 to 0.0020 for shear waves of periods 10 to 50 sec. Using 1-sec 
P waves, Kanamori [1967a] concluded that Q•-• for 1-sec waves was nearly the 
same as Qf' determined from much longer-period surface waves. Otsuka [1963] 
estimated Q•-' for the whole mantle to be 3.3 X 10 -• for 5-sec shear waves. Hirasawa 
and Takano [1966] determined an average Q-• of 3.0 X 10 -• for P waves in the 
period range 3 to 30 sec. If Q•-' < Q•-' at a given period, as the surface-wave 
results suggest, here is a slight suggestion that Q-• decreases with period. Table 1 
summarizes available body-wave determinations of Q-• in various regions of the 
earth. Surface-wave and free-oscillation determinations as a function of period 
are summarized in Table 2, guided waves in Table 3. Figure i displays Q-• versus 
period for body waves, while Figure 2 does the same for surface waves and free 
oscillations. 
TYPES OF MECHANISM 
Apparent attenuation of elastic waves may result from geometrical effects 
or from actual loss mechanisms. Geometrical effects such as refraction, reflection, 
and scattering can be viewed as the result of the boundary conditions imposed 
on the wave-propagation problem, and do not reflect the anelastic properties of 
the propagating medium. Except for a few words about scattering, only the 
actual loss mechanisms will concern us here. These mechanisms may be categor- 
ized as follows' 
Scattering. When the medium contains inhomogeneities comparable in 
scale to the wavelength of the elastic wave, then significant scattering will occur. 
The resulting attenuation is linear and highly frequency dependent. Although in 
principle this •s a geometric mechanism, its effects cannot be computed and re- 
moved from seismic-amplitude data. 
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TABLE 1. Attenuation of Seismic Body Waves in the Mantle 
Depth,* Period, 
km sec 10000/Q Q Reference Notest 
P Waves 
Whole 4 8 1300 
Whole 2 4 2500 
Whole 12 25 400 
Whole 0.14-0.3 2-5 2000-4000 
Whole I 10 1000 
Whole 0.8-2.5 16-24 410-(}30 
Whole 3-30 29 340 
Whole 0.5-2.0 23 435 
Upper 33-333 30-300 
Upper 0.1 5-20 500-2000 
A 125 0.5 21 475 
A 430 53-167 60-190 
A 870 0.8-2.5 42-56 180-240 
A 920 3-30 71 140 
B 870 0.8-2.5 2-B 1600-6000 
B 920 3-30 4 2370 
• Waves 
Whole 11 20 500 
Whole 12 14 700 
Whole 24 25 400 
Whole 5 33 300 
Whole 25 20 508 
Whole 25 23 440 
Whole 25 51 195 
Whole 90 114 88 
Whole 34 14 720 
Whole 90 43 232 
Whole 2-20 29 340 
Whole 2-20 27 370 
Whole 25-90 55 182 
Whole 25-38 17 581 
A 600 > 62 < 160 
A 600 2-20 67 150 
A 600 25 66 151 
A 6OO 25 54 185 
A 1100 2-20 29 350 
B 600 25 7 1430 
B 600 <20 >500 
Whole 14-67 17 600 
Whole 1.5-5.0 44 230 
A 600 14-67 50 200 
B 600 14-67 5 2200 
Gutenberg, 1945 
Gutenberg, 1958 
Gutenberg, 1958 
Asada and Takano, 1963 
Carpenler, 1964 
Kanamori, 1967b 
Hirasawa and Takano, 1966 
Kanamori, 1967a 
Utsu, 1966 
O'Brien, 1968 
Dotman, 1968 
Teng, 1966 
Kanamori, 1967c 
Hirasawa and Takano, 1966 
Kanamori, 1967c 
Hirasawa and Takano, 1966 
Press, 1956 
Gutenberg, 1958 
Gutenberg, 1958 
Otsuka, 1963 
Anderson and Kovach, 1964 
Anderson and Kovach, 1964 
Sato and Espinosa, 1965 
Sato and Espinosa, 1965 
Sato and Espinosa, 1967 
Sato and Espinosa, 1967 
Otsuka, 1962 
Otsuka, 1962 
Sato and Espinosa, 1965 
Sato and Espinosa, 1967 
stemhart et al., 1964 
Otsuka, 1962 
Anderson and Kovach, 1964 
Anderson and Kovach, 1964 
Otsuka, 1962 
Anderson and Kovach, 1964 
Steinhart et al., 1964 
Kovach and Anderson, 1964 
Kanamori, 1967b 
Kovach and Anderson, 1964 
Kovach and Anderson, 1964 
SR 
SR 
SR 
1 
2 
SR 
SR 
SR 
SR 
SR 
SR 
SR 
SR 
SR 
* A, above; B, below. 
• SR denotes measurement by spectral ratio of two different seismic phases. This method 
requires assumption that Q-• is independent of period. Note 1, Japan; note 2, Lake Superior 
to Arizona. 
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TABLE 2. Attenuation of Seismic Surface Waves and Free Oscillations in the Mantle 
Mode Period 10,000/@ @ Reference 
Rayleigh Waves and Spheroidal Oscillations 
1• 140 58 172 
R 215 53 189 
0S2 3230 27 370 
0S2 3230 <33 >300 
0S3 2133 26 380 
0S0 1227 1.3 7500 
0S9 634 27 366 
0S12 502 36 280 
0S2 3230 29 350 
R 125.0 66 151 
R 114.6 63 158 
R 104.2 62 160 
R 96.2 66 152 
R 89.3 69 145 
R 73.5 76 132 
R 62.5 81 123 
R 54.3 84 119 
R 52.1 83 121 
R 50.0 80 125 
R 333 38 265 
R 294 45 222 
R 263 48 2O9 
R 238 51 195 
R 217 54 184 
R 2OO 59 176 
R 185 59 169 
R 172 6O 167 
R 161 6O 166 
R 151 61 164 
R 333 55 183 
R 312 54 184 
R 278 56 178 
R 25O 56 180 
R 227 56 180 
R 2O8 56 177 
R ' 192 57 176 
R 179 58 171 
R 167 61 164 
R 156 62 160 
R 147 65 155 
R 139 67 149 
R 132 68 146 
R 125 7O 143 
R 114 63 158 
R 96.2 66 152 
R 83.3 72 138 
R 73.5 76 132 
R 65.8 79 127 
R 59.5 84 119 
R 54.3 84 119 
Ewing and Press, 1954a 
Ewing and Press, 1954a 
Alsop et al., 1961 
Benioff et al., 1961 
Benioff et al., 1961 
Ness et al., 1961 
Ness et al., 1961 
Ness et al., 1961 
Smdh, 1961 
Anderson et al., 1965 
Anderson et al., 1965 
Anderson et al., 1965 
Anderson et al., 1965 
Anderson et al., 1965 
Anderson et al., 1965 
Anderson at al., 1965 
Anderson et al., 1965 
Anderson et al., 1965 
Anderson et al., 1965 
Anderson et al., 1965 
Anderson et al., 1965 
Anderson et al., 1965 
Anderson et al., 1965 
Anderson et al., 1965 
Anderson et al., 1965 
Anderson et al., 1965 
Anderson et al., 1965 
Anderson et al., 1965 
Anderson et al., 1965 
Ben-Menahem, 1965 
Ben-Menahem, 1965 
Ben-Menahem, 1965 
Ben-M enahem, 1965 
Ben-Menahem, 1965 
Ben-Menahem, 1965 
Ben-Menahem, 1965 
Ben-Menahem, 1965 
Ben-Menahem, 1965 
Ben-Menahem, 1965 
Ben-M enahem,' 1965 
Ben-Menahem, 1965 
Ben-Menahem, 1965 
Ben-Menahem, 1965 
Ben-Menahem, 1965 
Ben-Menahem, 1965 
Ben-M enahem, 1965 
Ben-Menahem, 1965 
Ben-Menahem, 1965 
Ben-Menahem, 1965 
Ben-Menahem, 1965 
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TABLE 2 (continued) 
Mode Period 10,000/@ Reference 
R 50.0 80 125 
R 238 51 195 
R 217 54 184 
R 2OO 57 176 
R 185 59 169 
R 172 6O 167 
R 161 6O 166 
R 152 61 164 
R 217 54 185 
R 2OO 57 175 
R 185 68 148 
R 172 70 142 
R 161 74 136 
R 152 75 133 
R 143 76 132 
R 200 52-59 170-190 
1S3 1070 53 189 
1S5 728 51 195 
1S7 617 62 161 
0S10 580 43 233 
0Sll 536 39 254 
0S12 502 41 242 
0S13 472 32 310 
0S14 449 40 252 
0S15 428 47 214 
0S16 411 45 224 
0S17 389 48 215 
0S18 376 46 219 
0S19 371 53 189 
0S20 354 30 330 
0S21 337 33 305 
0S23 314 34 291 
0S24 310 42 241 
0S0 1227 0.8 12000 
0S2 3230 20 500 
0S3 2133 19 520 
0S4 1551 25 400 
0S9 634 31 32O 
0S12 502 50 200 
Love Waves and Torsional Oscillations 
Ben-Menahem, 1965 
BenoMenahem, 1965 
Ben-Menahem, 1965 
BenoMenahem, 1965 
BenoMenahem, 1965 
Ben-Menahem, 1965 
BenoMenahem, 1965 
BenoMenahem, 1965 
BenoMenahem, 1965 
BenoMenahem, 1965 
Ben-Menahem, 1965 
BenoMenahem, 1965 
BenoMenahem, 1965 
BenoMenahem, 1965 
Ben-Menahem, 1965 
Savarensky et al., 1966 
Nowroozi, 1968 
Nowroozi, 1968 
Nowroozi, 1968 
Nowroozi, 1968 
Nowroozi, 1968 
Nowroozi, 1968 
Nowroozi, 1968 
Nowroozi, 1968 
Nowroozi, 1968 
Nowroozi, 1968 
Nourroozi, 1968 
Nowroozi, 1968 
Nowroozi, 1968 
Nowroozi, 1968 
Nowroozi, 1968 
Nowroozi, 1968 
Nowroozi, 1968 
Slichter, 1967 
Slichter, 1967 
Slichter, 1967 
Slichter, 1967 
Slichter, 1967 
Slichter, 1967 
G 100 134 75 
Love 92 120 83 
Love 55 72 139 
Love 34 44 228 
Love 26 32 312 
G 360 110 91 
G 216 76 132 
G 108 84 119 
G 72 77 130 
G 54 58 172 
G 43 39 256 
Gutenberg, 1924 
Wilson, 1940 
Wilson, 1940 
Wilson, 1940 
Wilson, 1940 
Sato, 1958 
Sato, 1958 
Sato, 1958 
Sato, 1958 
Sato, 1958 
Sato, 1958 
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TABLE 2 (continued) 
Mode Period 10,000/Q Reference 
G 
G 
G 
G 
Love 
0T5 
0T8 
0T10 
G 
G 
G 
G 
G 
G 
G 
G 
G 
G 
0T2 
0T3 
Love 
Love 
Love 
Love 
Love 
Love 
Love 
Love 
Love 
Love 
Love 
Love 
Love 
Love 
Love 
Love 
Love 
Love 
Love 
Love 
Love 
Love 
Love 
Love 
Love 
Love 
Love 
Love 
Love 
Love 
Love 
Love 
360 154 65 
216 107 93 
108 103 97 
72 77 130 
60 49 202 
1074 33 300 
741 40 250 
674 50 200 
400 89 112 
200 97 103 
100 77 130 
300 120 83 
200 73 137 
150 74 135 
120 90 111 
86 100 100 
100 98 102 
76 94 106 
2599 25 400 
1711 25 400 
125.0 92 109 
113.6 92 109 
104.2 88 114 
96.2 83 121 
89.3 78 128 
78.1 80 125 
69.4 95 106 
62.5 100 100 
56.8 99 101 
52.1 93 107 
50.0 90 111 
333 74 135 
312 74 135 
294 74 135 
278 76 132 
263 77 130 
250 76 131 
227 75 133 
208 76 131 
192 76 131 
178 77 130 
167 77 130 
156 79 127 
71.4 92 109 
69.4 93 108 
65.8 96 104 
62.5 100 100 
59.5 100 100 
56.8 99 101 
73.5 89 112 
65.8 99 101 
59.5 100 100 
Sato, 1958 
Sato, 1958 
Sato, 1958 
Sato, 1958 
Popov, 1960 
Alsop, 1961 
MacDonald and Ness, 1961 
MacDonald and Ness, 1961 
Press et al., 1961 
Press et al., 1961 
Press et al., 1961 
Bath and Lopez-Arroyo, 1962 
Bath and Lopez-Arroyo, 1962 
Bath and Lopez-Arroyo, 1962 
Bath and Lopez-Arroyo, 1962 
Bath and Lopez-Arroyo, 1962 
Bath and Lopez-Arroyo, 1962 
Bath and Lopez-Arroyo, 1962 
Smith, 1961 
Smith, 1961 
Anderson et al., 1965 
Anderson et al., 1965 
Anderson et al., 1965 
Anderson et al., 1965 
Anderson et al., 1965 
Anderson et al., 1965 
Anderson et al., 1965 
Anderson et al., 1965 
Anderson et al., 1965 
Anderson et al., 1965 
Anderson et al., 1965 
Anderson et al., 1965 
Anderson et al., 1965 
Anderson et al., 1965 
Anderson et al., 1965 
Anderson et al., 1965 
Anderson et al., 1965 
Anderson et al., 1965 
Anderson et al., 1965 
Anderson et al., 1965 
Anderson et al., 1965 
Anderson et al., 1965 
Anderson et al., 1965 
Ben-Menahem, 1965 
Ben-Menahem, 1965 
Ben-Menahem, 1965 
Ben-Menahem, 1965 
Ben-Menahem, 1965 
Ben-Menahem, 1965 
Ben-Menahem, 1965 
Ben-Menahem, 1965 
Ben-Menahem, 1965 
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TABLE 2 (continued) 
Mode Period 10,000/Q Reference 
Love 54.3 97 103 
Love 50.0 90 111 
Love 125 95 105 
Love 114 94 106 
Love 104 94 107 
Love 96 94 107 
Love 91 94 107 
Love 83 93 108 
Love 78 93 108 
Love 74 93 108 
Love 278 68 148 
Love 263 70 143 
Love 238 70 143 
Love 217 70 143 
Love 200 71 141 
Love 185 74 135 
Love 172 79 126 
Love 161 86 117 
Love 152 89 113 
Love 143 90 111 
Love 200 76 131 
Love 185 77 130 
Love 172 77 130 
Love 161 79 127 
Love 152 79 127 
Love 217 68 146 
Love 200 75 134 
Love 185 78 129 
Love 172 82 122 
Love 161 85 117 
Love 152 88 114 
Love 143 90 111 
Love 135 94 106 
Love 128 94 106 
Love 125 96 104 
Love 300 100 100 
Love 400 100 100 
Love 450 91 110 
Love 500 167 60 
Love 250 67 150 
Love 300 77 130 
0T8 735 43 232 
0T9 670 64 157 
0T10 619 43 234 
0T12 537 67 150 
0T13 500 53 190 
0T14 474 74 135 
0T17 408 79 126 
0T18 390 37 270 
0T19 374 36 281 
0T21 346 59 170 
Ben-Menahem, 1965 
Ben-Menahem, 1965 
Ben-Menahem, 1965 
Ben-Menahem, 1965 
Ben-Menahem, 1965 
Ben-Menahem, 1965 
Ben-Menahem, 1965 
Ben-Menahem, 1965 
Ben-M enahem, 1965 
Ben-Menahem, 1965 
Ben-Menahem, 1965 
Ben-Menahem, 1965 
Ben-Menahem, 1965 
Ben-Menahem, 1965 
Ben-Menahem, 1965 
Ben-Menahem, 1965 
Ben-Menahem, 1965 
Ben-Menahem, 1965 
Ben-Menahem, 1965 
Ben-Menahem, 1965 
Ben-M enahem, 1965 
Ben-Menahem, 1965 
Ben-Menahem, 1965 
Ben-M enahem, 1965 
Ben-Menahem, 1965 
Ben-Menahem, 1965 
Ben-Menahem, 1965 
Ben-Menahem, 1965 
Ben-Menahem, 1965 
Ben-Menahem, 1965 
Ben-Menahem, 1965 
Ben-Menahem, 1965 
Ben-Menahem, 1965 
Ben-M enahem, 1965 
Ben-Menahem, 1965 
Savarensky et al., 1966 
Savarensky et al., 1966 
Savarensky et al., 1966 
Savarensky et al., 1966 
Savarensky et al., 1966 
Savarensky et al., 1966 
Nowroozi, 1968 
Nowroozi, 1968 
Nowroozi, 1968 
Nowroozi, 1968 
Nowroozi, 1968 
Nowroozi, 1968 
Nowroozi, 1968 
Nowroozi, 1968 
Nowroozi, 1968 
Nowroozi, 1968 
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TABLE 3. Attenuation of Guided Waves in the Mantle* 
Mode Period 10,000/Q Q 
PG 0.81 55 180 
PG 0.52 38 26O 
PG 0.82 75 134 
PG 0.83 24 410 
PG 0.68 49 205 
PG 0.76 29 340 
PG 0.76 36 276 
LG 1.4 23 430 
LG 0.64 23 440 
LG 1.1 20 510 
LG 0.82 16 610 
LG 0.84 26 380 
LG 0.80 27 370 
LG 0.8 24 415 
* Values taken from Press [1964]. 
Damped resonance. If in a solid there is a restoring force on an internal 
point proportional to its relative velocity, then the work done against the restor- 
ing force is converted to heat, and internal friction occurs. This internal friction 
is linear and frequency dependent. 
Static hysteresis. When stress causes a change in the condition of the 
solid that is not reversed upon reversal of the stress (e.g., frictional heating), 
'static hysteresis' internal friction results. The internal friction is amplitude de- 
pendent, and therefore nonlinear, and in many cases is independent of frequency. 
As for all anelastic mechanisms, the stress-strain curve will be a 'hysteresis loop,' 
but for static hysteresis, this loop persists to very low frequencies (i.e., until the 
period of the stress cycle approaches the time required to anneal out the stress- 
induced damage). For other mechanisms, the hysteresis loop will close at low 
frequencies. 
Relaxation. When stress causes a change in the condition of the solid that 
is reversed upon reversal of the stress (e.g., thermoelastic heating, phase changes, 
short excursions of defects), 'relaxation' takes place. This process acts to relieve 
the instantaneous tress, causing linear, frequency-dependent, internal friction. 
Viscosity. Another type of internal friction is attributed to 'viscosity.' When 
applied to solids, this term usually means that stress relief and deformation oc- 
cur by some poorly understood process, which may be a combination of several 
types of processes, and may result in linear or nonlinear internal friction of 
complicated (or unknown) frequency dependence. 
DAMPED RESONANCE MECHANISMS 
Forced resonance of dislocations in their equilibrium potential wells can 
contribute to the damping of waves with frequencies comparable to the resonant 
frequency of the pinned dislocation segments. It has been proposed [Granato and 
Liicke, 1956] that a pinned edge dislocation may act as a violin string with a damping 
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Fig. 1. Internal friction in the earth as a function oœ period (top) meas- 
ured by seismic P waves and (botto•n) measured by seismic $ waves. The 
methods involving the spectral ratio of two phases rely on the assumption 
that Q-• is independent of period over the r•mge of periods studied, and 
the reported value reflects some weighted 'average' of the Q-• of the 
mantle, which is difficult to interpret unless the mantle is assumed to 
have a uniform Q-•. 
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force proportional to its velocity. The dislocation motion is described by m• +/S.• + 
kx = Fe •"•, where x is the normal displacement from the equilibrium position, 
m is some constant representing the 'effective m•ss' of the dislocation,/• is the re- 
storing force per unit velocity, k is the 'spring constant,' and F and •o are the ampli- 
tude and frequency of the driving force, which in this case would be a passing shear 
wave. The internal friction is then [Van Bueren, 1961] 
where •o = (k/m) •/•, •he resonan• frequency. For • << •o, g-• = •P/m•oo • [Van 
Bueren, 1961]. This mechanism would directly affect only shear waves, but, be- 
cause of stress inhomogenei•ies, it would also attenuate compressional waves boa 
smaller extenb. 
The parameters •o and fi will depend on the dislocation loop length, so that 
the internal friction for the whole sample must be found by integrating over all 
loop lengths. It is often assumed [Niblett and Wilks, 1960'] that the number of 
loops per unit volume with lengths between 1 and l + dl is 
N(1)dl -- (A/L 2) exp (-- l/L)dl (1) 
where A is the dislocation density and L is •he average loop length. The units of 
N(1) are cm -•, while A is in cm -2, and L is in cm. The loop length will be de- 
termined by the number of pinning points per unit volume, n (in cm-•), so that 
N(1) - (n•'/A) exp (-- nl/A) 
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When the integration is performed, 
[Van Bueren, 1961], where C•, C2, Cs are numerical constants between i and 10, 
• is the shear modulus, and b is the Burgers vector. It can be seen that Q-• is 
strongly dependent on average loop length and Q-X is proportional to A. Gen- 
erally speaking, the internal friction will increase with temperature, as thermal 
unpinning will increase the average loop length, even' though some dislocations 
will anneal out at high temperature, resulting in a decrease in A. Q-X decreases 
with radiation damage and point-deœect oncentration, as these decrease the 
average loop length. 
The damped resonance of dislocations has been used to explain the internal 
friction at megacycle frequencies, which could not be explained in other ways. 
Data for Si, Ge, Pb, Cu, A1, Zn, and NaC1 have been fitted with this model, but, 
because of the large number of adjustable parameters involved, the interpreta- 
tion is not unique. Since this mechanism appears only at high frequencies and 
invokes a velocity-dependent damping force which is ditticult o justify, we shall 
no• consider i• further. I• has no• been observed in silicates or oxides. 
STATIC /•YSTERESIS MECHANISMS 
Sliding Friction across Cracks 
The dissipation oœ energy by friction across cracks has been treated by 
Walsh [1966]. This mechanism adequately explains measurements on rocks at 
low pressures, including the frequency independence of the internal friction and 
its decrease with pressure [Birch, 1938]. The mechanism requires partially closed 
cracks, held together loosely enough so that low seismic shear stresses (less than 
i bar) will cause slippage, and requires further that the two surfaces of the 
crack remain in contact. Under very modest pressures (about 10 kbar), all 
cracks in dry rocks would effectively be closed, and this mechanism would not 
operate. In wet or partially molten rocks, a thin film of fluid might act to re- 
lieve overburden pressure and keep cracks open or at least lubricated. Relative 
motion may occur across grain boundaries at high pressure, especially in the 
presence of water, a partial melt, or some other fluid, but here the attenuation is 
much more likely to result not from sliding friction but from a quasi-viscous 
stress relaxation. These mechanisms will be covered in detail in later sections. It 
is our conclusion that sliding friction may very well account for most of the 
internal friction measured in rocks in the laboratory but is unlikely to cause 
significan• attenuation of seismic waves in the mantle. 
Granato-Liicke Dislocation Hysteresis 
Granato and Liicke [1956] proposed that an applied shear stress can tear 
dislocations irreversibly away from impurity a•oms or o•her point defects where 
they are normally pinned by an attractive force. The stress required to accom- 
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plish such unpinning is inversely proportional to the length of a dislocation seg- 
ment between pinning points. Thus the process is catastrophic; once a disloca- 
tion segment is torn from an interior pinning point, its effective length increases, 
and very little stress is needed to pull it entirely free of other pinning points. 
This mechanism is dependent on amplitude and is inoperative below the threshold 
strain necessary to unpin •he first short dislocation segment. If •he number of 
pinned segments of length l is given by N(l) dl - (A/2)exp(-1/L)dl as above, 
then the theory predicts that 
Q-• -- (Aa/L'•) exp (- Ba/L•) 
where A and B are constants depending on orientation and dislocation density, 
a is •he lattice spacing, and e is •he s•rain amplitude [Niblett and Wilks, 1960, 
p. 42]. The predicted amplitude dependence will be modified if a different length 
distribution is assumed. The •heory predicts no explicit frequency dependence. 
Observations attributed to this type of in•ernal friction in metals exhibit 
the following properties [Niblett and Wilks, 1960]: 
1. The internal friction decreases with time, but increases to its original value 
after annealing allows repinning of the dislocations. 
2. The internal friction is increased by moderate amounts of cold work. 
3. Large amounts of cold work cause the internal friction to decrease again, 
presumably because of strain hardening. 
4. The presence of impurities reduces the internal friction. 
5. The internal friction may depend on frequency. For zinc, Q-• is propor- 
tional to 1/f [Niblett a•d Wilks, 1960]. For copper, Kamentsky [1957] 
found Q-• increases with frequency. 
6. The same mechanism causes a reduction in the elastic modulus propor- 
tional to Q-•. 
7. For low temperatures, Q-• increases with increasing temperature, as ther- 
mal vibration contributes to the unpinning process and the equilibrium 
concentration of impurities decreases. 
8. For high temperatures, the internal friction becomes very low because 
the thermal energy is great enough that nearly all dislocations are un- 
pinned. 
In addition to large amounts of data for metals [Niblett and Wilks, 1960], data 
on the Granato-Liicke dislocation hysteresis exist for single-crystal quartz, MgO, 
and Ti02 (see Table 4). Figure 3 shows the internal friction in cold-worked MgO 
as a function of inverse temperature, illustrating effect 8 above. 
This effect places in doubt the importance of the Granato-Liicke hysteresis 
mechanism in the mantle: the high temperature in the mantle is likely to have 
annealed out most dislocations and caused those remaining to be thermally un- 
pinned already, unless the retarding effect of pressure is greater than seems likely. 
However, because the dislocation density in the mantle is unknown, and be- 
cause the effect of pressure on thermal unpinning is not known, this mechanism 
should not be ruled out entirely without further experimentation. 
i6 
TABLE 4. 
JACKSON AND ANDERSON 
Granto-Lficke Hysteresis in Silicate and Oxide Single Crystals 
Threshold 
Material T, øK f, Hz Mode (Q-•)max Strain Reference 
Natural 
quartz 300 6.4 X 104 Long. 5 X 10 -4 10 -* Hiki, 1960 
Synthetic 
quartz 300 6.4 X 104 Long. 6 X 10 -* 10 -* Hiki, 1961 
MgO 300 5 Flex. 10 -• 10 -• Dahlberg et al., 1962 
MgO 80-1000 9 X 103 Long. 2 X 10 -4 2 X 10 -6 Southgate et al., 1966 
MgO 80-1000 9 X 104 Long. 2 X 10 -4 2 X 10 -6 Southgate et al., 1966 
TiOe 187-577 3-5 Flex. 1.2 X 10 -3 Carnahan and Brittain, 1966 
RELAXATION MECHANISMS 
Such processes as thermoelasticity, diffusional motion of dislocations and 
point defects, stress-induced ordering, fluid flow in pores, phase changes, and 
twinning-detwinning of crystals, will act to relieve an applied stress. During one- 
half of a stress cycle energy is absorbed, and during the next half cycle energy 
I I I I I 
Mg 0 single crystal 
cycle I o 
o o 
o 
o 
o 
o  o oo oo cycle 2 
"5 ' O 
0 -vOO 0 
•o ø 
• cycle 3
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oo 
oo 
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O •n O o 
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Fig. 3. Gmn•to-L•cke amplitude-dependent internal friction in MgO. 
Repe•ted temperature cycles show strongly decreasing intern• f•ction as 
dislocations become ,unpi•ed. Above 700øK, most dislocations •re un- 
pinned by the•l vibrations and the internal friction is ve• low [South- 
gate et al., •966]. 
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is given up. Usually a finite amount of time is required for this energy exchange 
to •ake place; •his is called the relaxation time and •ends •o make s•rain out 
oœ phase with the applied stress. Zener [1948] assumed that •or all •hese mechan- 
isms the rate of s•ress relie• for constant s•rain is proportional •o •he s•ress (a 
good assumption for small strains) and showed that each of the above mechan- 
isms contributes an internal friction of •he form 
Q_•= My- M• l/l• (2) My I + 
which is shown in Figure 4. Here Mr is an 'unrelaxed' elastic modulus, MR is a 
smaller 'relaxed' modulus, and ]• is •he constant of proportionality between the 
s•ress and •he ra•e of s•ress relaxation. No•ice •ha5 •he maximum internal fric- 
tion occurs a• f = ]•. This mechanism will also be responsible for •ransient creep 
under cons•an• s•ress: 
•o [ Mv-- M• 
where •(t) is •he s•rain as a function of time, and ao is •he s•ress. Thus 
•(t) - 2•o M•- M• Mr My e• (-- 2•]•0 ' 
The relaxation time for thermally activated mechanisms is dependent on 
bo•h •empera•ure and pressure. An iso•hemal relaxa.tion process under conditions 
of cons•an• pressure will require a 'free ener• of activation,' G* - H* - S'T, 
where H* and S* are the activation enthalpy and entropy. From s•atistical me- 
chanical considerations, the rel•a•ion •ime • is given by 
1.0 
0.01 
ß I I I I I • 
0.01 0.1 1.0 I0 I00 
f/f. 
Fig. 4. Frequency dependence of internal friction fo.r ideal simple relaxa- 
tion mechanism, normalized by the peak height. A distribution of relaxa- 
tion times will broaden the relaxation peak. 
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v = •o exp (G*/RT) = Vo exp (- S*/R) exp (H*/RT) (3) 
where ro is a constant and R is the gas constant. But H • - E • q- PV**, where 
E • and V • are the activation energy and activation volume. Thus if we know ro 
exp (-S**/R), E •, and V •, and assume that they are effectively independent of 
temperature and pressure, we can specify • at any temperature and pressure. 
From measurements of ß as a function of temperature and pressure, we obtain 
0 lnr OH* 
= = H* I,,-o V* - H* R 0(l/T) OP 
The constant •o exp (-$•/R) can be obtained by extrapolating a plot of ß 
versus 1/T to the 1/T = 0 axis. The peak frequency is given by 
1 [• - 2•rr - [o exp (-H*/RT) (5) 
where ]o =.(lf2,rro) exp ($•/R), and, as above, H** = E • + PV •. These rela- 
tions imply that, for a given relaxation with a single activation energy, log/• 
is a linear function of 1/T with H • given by the slope. This relationship is 
demonstrated in Figure 5, with selected values of/•o, E •, and V •, and a range 
of values of P. 
Putting the expression for f• into the equation for Q-•, we find 
Q_• Mv- MR lifo exp (--H*/RT) 
= My I q-[[fro exp (-H*/RT)]' (6) 
A sample plot of Q-• versus 1/T is shown in Figure 6. A consequence of equa- 
tion 6 is that a thermally activated relaxation peak can be scanned experiment- 
ally over a small range of temperature rather than a wide range of frequency. 
Thermoelastic Internal Friction 
The best known classical relaxation mechanism is thermoelasticity. If no 
heat enters or leaves an element of material during its alternate cooling and 
heating due to a sound wave, and if the state of the material can be completely 
described by two independent local thermodynamic parameters such as T and P, 
the changes in pressure and density take place reversibly, and there is no attenua- 
tion. Otherwise, the pressure-density cycle is irreversible and some of the sound 
energy is transferred to random thermal energy. This results in both absorption 
and dispersion. 
Variation of strain in a body is attended by variation of temperature which, 
in turn, causes a flow of heat. This gives rise to an insrease in entropy and, con- 
sequently, to dissipation of vibrational energy. This process is not thermally ac- 
tivated and therefore the attenuation is not a strong function of temperature and 
pressure. In a homogeneous i otropic material there is no compression and, there- 
fore, no temperature change during the passage of a. transverse wave. Thermal 
conduction, therefore, cannot contribute to the absorption of shear waves in such 
a material. For compressional or longitudinal waves, the maximum damping 
occurs for periods of vibration that are comparable to the relaxation time. The 
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Fig. 5. Temperature dependence of relaxation peak frequency for several pressures, assuming 
f• -- I(P ø Hz, E* -- 47 kcal/mole, and V* -- 10 cm3/mole. Shaded region shows approximate 
range of frequencies of seismic interest. 
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Fig. 6. Temperature dependence of internal friction assuming an ideal simple relaxation 
mechanism, the parameters being selected as shown. With these parameters, maximum damp- 
ing would occur in the uppermost part of the mantle. 
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•ime required œor the establishment of thermM equilibrium is proportional to the 
square of •he distance a between regions of compression and dilatation, divided 
by the thermal diffusivity D. The peak œrequency f• is proportional to D/a 2 and 
is only slightly dependent on temperature. When the temperature mus• relax 
from the pe•k to the valley of a compressionM w•ve, a = X./2 -- V•,/2f, where 
V• is •he compressionM velocity, giving f• - 4Dfe/V•, •. The pe•k internal •ric•ion 
occurs fo.r f/f• -- 1, or f• - Vf/4D - 10 • Hz for forsterire, far outside the 
range of seismic interest. Because the relaxation frequency f• is dependent on 
the frequency of elastic wave f, we have •he interesting relations thab 
if f >> V,,•'/4D then f << f• (relaxed, or isothermal case) 
if f << V•,•'/4D then i >> f• (unrelaxed, or adiabatic ase) 
Thus low-frequency elas[ic waves (f < 10 xa Hz) are adiabatic, and only very- 
high-frequency waves would be isothermal. This is contrary to intuition, as one 
would expect high-frequency waves to be adiabatic and low-frequency waves 
[o be iso[hermal. In s[a[ic compression experimen[s [he [hermal relaxation dis- 
rance a is no longer •/• the waveleng$h but is a constant depending on the 
geome[ry of [he sample. These [es[s do measure iso[hermal properties. Bo[h ul[ra- 
sonic and seismic waves are adiabatic, and we have 
Q-• • My - MR • C• - Cv 4Dr 
-- Mv I - C,, V•, •
As was noted above, V•2/4D -- 10 •s I-Iz for forsterire (and is not much different 
for other solids). Because the seismic frequencies of interest in this paper are 
less bhan i I-Iz, we would expect negligible at•nuat:ion (Q-• • 10 -•) in t.he 
mantle due to bulk thermoelastic attenuation. 
Losses Due to Intergranular Thermal Currents 
In a polycrysballine material bhere are local stress fiuctuabions, and there- 
fore temperature fluctuations, associated with the heterogeneity or anisotropy of 
the grains. As in the case of bulk thermoelasticity, the temperature fluctuations 
will arise out of compressional strain only, and bhus this mechanism will act 
directly upon compressional w ves only. However, local slUress inhomogeneities 
will cause this mechanism to attenuate shear waves also, but the effect will be 
less bhan for compressional waves. These temperature per[urbationS abt:empb •o 
relax, but the diffusion distance is now only of the order of the grain size rather 
than of the wavelength. 
Because of the imposition of boundary conditions at bhe grain surfaces, the 
equation given above for bhe relaxation-t:ype internal friction no longer holds. 
Randall et al. [1939] showed that the frequency dependence of internal friction 
will be given by a function of the dimensionless normalized frequency fae/D 
only. Again, D is the bhermal diffusivity, and a is the thermal relaxation dis- 
5ance, in this case approximately equal to bhe average grain diameter. Zen. er and 
Randall [1940] showed that, in the high-frequency limit, fae/D >> 1.,'Q -• is pro- 
portional 'to 1/(fa2/D) •/•, whereas in the low-frequency case, Q•' Varies as 
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[a2/D. This behavior was verified for a brass by Randall et •l. [1939]; their re- 
sults are shown in Figure 7. Note that [• ------ 6D/a •. For intergranular thermo- 
elastic relaxation, we should have (Ma - MR)/Mu - (Ms - MT)R/Ms, where 
.•/u is the unrelaxed elastic modulus, M• is the relaxed elastic modulus, Ms is 
the adiabatic modulus, MT is the isothermal modulus, and R is a factor to allow 
for the anisotropy in elastic modulus and coefficient of thermal expansion. The 
problems of the best measure to use for R and the form of the Q-X versus )• curve 
near the peak have never been solved for the general case where both the thermal 
expansion and the elastic constants are anisotropic. According to Zener [1948], 
R should be the variance over all orientations of the reciprocal elastic modulus 
for the case in which the thermal expansion coefficient is isotropic. However, 
using Zener's value of 0.091 for the anisotropy, and (Mv - Mr)/Mv = Es 
ß Tav2f9Cv - 3.6 x 10 -•, the peak internal friction measured for a brass, as 
shown in Figure 7, is lower than the theoretical value by a factor of 2. In the 
equation above, Es is the adiabatic Young's modulus, and av is the volume co- 
efficient of thermal expansion. If we take (Mv - MR)/Mv - (C• - Cr)/C• - 
2.7 x 10 -2 [Mason., 1958], the discrepancy between calculated and observed 
values is a factor of 14. 
Unfortunately, the intergranular thermoelastic attenuation has not been 
identified experimentally either in rocks or in polycrystalline ceramics. Because 
of the ambiguities in the theory and in the experimental evidence in metals, the 
problem of scaling the data on metals to estimate the effect of this mechanism in 
the mantle is very difficult. If we accept the frequency scaling relation, i.e., f 
enters only in the dimensionless form •a2/D, and use the empirical observation 
tha• in me•als the maximum internal friction occurs when )•a2/D • 6, we can 
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Fig. 7. Dependence of Q-X on the parameter [a•/D for a brass [Randall et 
al., 1939]. The mechanism is presumed to be intergranular thermoelastic 
relaxation. 
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TABLE 5. Frequency Dependence of Thermoela•tic Attenuation a• a Function 
of Grain Size in Forsterite 
(Q-1)pe• k -- 10-4 f•, '--- D/(gs)• 
Grain Size, cm Peak Frequency, cps 
10 -• 10 • 
10 -1 10 
1 10 -• 
10 10 -• 
10 • 10-• 
estimate the frequency of•maximum attenuation in the mantle for any assumed 
grain size. Table 5 shows the peak frequency expected for a range of possible 
grain sizes. The maximum internal friction will occur in the range of seismic 
frequencies if the grain size in the mantle is in the range of i to 100 cm. The 
magnitude of the peak internal friction is harder to estimate. Previous experi- 
ments have been performed primarily on cubic metals with isotropic coefficients 
of thermal expansion, so that the anisotropy factor R has reflected only the 
elastic anisotropy. In rocks, particularly multicomponent rocks, anisotropy of 
thermal expansion will be significant and the elastic anisotropy will probably 
exceed that of metals. The effect of variations in grain size in rocks would be to 
weaken the frequency dependence of the internal friction. Taking these effects 
into account, it has been estimated that the internal friction from this mechanism 
could reach 10 -3 to 10 -2 in the mantle [Savage, 1966; Anderson, 1967]. For 
shear waves, the attenuation would probably be somewhat less, but could still 
be significant. Substantial shear strains can be introduced in a heterogeneous 
solid by a purely longitudinal applied stress. 
Bordoni Dislocation Relaxation 
According to dislocation theory [Van Bueren, 1961], dislocations tend to 
lie in 'Peierls potential wells' parallel to closely packed rows of atoms in the 
slip planes. At sufficiently high temperatures, a segment of a dislocation may hop 
over one row of atoms into the next well, causing a double kink. If there were 
no stress, these kinks would tend to attract and annihilate one another, but an 
applied shear stress may drive them apart and cause deformation, relief of 
stress, and hence internal friction. For small enough stress, the process will be 
reversible, and the second half of the stress cycle will drive the kinks back to- 
gether. The peak internal friction occurs at the frequency of thermal formation 
of kinks, which is given by [Donth, 1957] 
•r2GbkT 
• = 32a •. •. s/•. •/•. exp [F(W•, T)] VsM •o 
whore • is shear modulus. 
a is lattice spacing. 
b is Burgers vector. 
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V8 is shear velocity. 
m is 'mass' of dislocation per unit length. 
Eo is dislocation energy per unit length. 
W• is energy of kink formation. 
F is a function roughly proportional to --2W•/kT. 
It can be seen that • increases as T increases, roughly as kT exp (-2W,/kT). 
The maximum internal friction is then 
(Q-•)=,x = b2L•NoG/4SEo 
where L is average length of dislocation loop, and No is number of dislocations 
per square centimeter. Both f• and (Q-1)max will depend strongly on the properties 
of the material and the history of the sample tested. Observations of this type of 
internal friction generally show [Niblett and Wilks, 1960] the following relations: 
1. Cold work increases the internal friction, while annealing decreases it. 
2. The internal friction is independent of strain amplitude. 
3. Radiation damage and the presence of impurities reduce the internal 
friction. 
The Bordoni relaxation has been observed in face-centered-cubic metals at tem- 
peratures less than 100øK and frequencies in the kilocycle to megacycle range 
[Van Bueren, 1961; Niblett and Wilks, 1960]. It does not appear in metals of 
more complicated structure, presumably because the mobility of the kinks is 
limited by the geometry of the crystal. Bordoni relaxations have also been cited 
as the cause of internal friction peaks in quartz, MgO, and A120s, as Table 6 
shows. 
Chang's [1961] da•a for cold-worked AlaOs are shown in Figure 8. The 
alleged Bordoni peaks are superimposed on monotonic increases •o be discussed 
below. Because all other observations of the Bordoni peak occur a• less •han 
room •empera•ures and a• frequencies grea•er than 1000 Hz, •he interpretation 
of •he peaks in Chang's da•a as Bordoni relaxations mus• be viewed wi•h some 
suspicion. Nevertheless, •he peaks shown in Figure 8 are •hermally activated re- 
laxa•ions associated wi•h dislocations, and certainly have possible geophysical 
significance. 
Huber et al. [1961] noticed a sharp increase above 1700øK in •he in•ernal 
friction of highly deformed AlaOs single crystals vibrated longitudinally a• abou• 
50 kHz. This increase did no• occur in undeformed samples. Thus •he increase is 
TABLE 6. Bordoni Relaxation in Oxide Single Crystals 
Sample f, Hz Tp, øK Q-Xre•k E*, cM/mole fo, sec-X Reference 
Synthetic quartz 5-80 )< 10 • 20-80 1.2 )< 10 -• 155 Mason, 1958 
AltOs 11 1670 2 X 10 -s 6 X 10 • 8 X l0 s Chang, 1961 
A120• 41 1800 5 X 10 -• 6 X 10 • 8 X l0 s Chang, 1961 
MgO 2.7 X 10 v 270 1.6 X 10 -s 3.4 X 103 1.5 X 10 xø Chang, 1961 
MgO (Fe-doped) 2.7 X 10 • 250 1.0 X 10 -s 3.4 X 10 s 3 X 10 xø Chang, 1961 
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Fig. 8. Internal friction of single-crystal A!•03 at high temperature, showing 
monotonic increase, with suspected Bordoni peak superimposed [Chang, 
1961]. The melting temperature is 2050øC. 
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probably due to a dislocation mechanism, possibly to Bordoni relaxation. Their 
measurements were no.[ carried to high enough temperature for any peak to be 
seen at such a high frequency, but they estimated an activation energy of 100 to 
120 kcal/mole from the slope of a plot of Q-• versus 1IT. Chang [1961] found, 
from the shift of T• with frequency, an activation energy of 60 kcal/mole. More- 
over, an extrapolation of Chang's data to 50 kltz suggests that at this frequency 
the peak that Chang observed should occur at 4350øK, well past the melting 
point of A1203. Thus it seems unlikely that Chang observed the same phenomenon 
as Ituber et al., and R is not known whether either phenomenon was the Bordoni 
relaxation. 
RELAXATIONS CAUSED BY ATOMIC MOTIONS 
There are many circumstances in which s•ress relaxation is caused by re- 
arrangements of a•oms in•o a posRion of lower Gibbs free energy in •he s•ressed 
s•a•e. The a•omic r•arrangemenks may •ake place over quRe large distances, as 
in •he case of bulk a•omic diffusion, or •hey may •ake place over some fraction of 
a lattice spacing, as in •he case of an impurRy jumping from one interstitial 
position •o another. The relaxation time for •hese processes will be inversely 
proportional •o •he mobility of •he appropriate a•oms (and •hus s•rongly •em- 
perature dependent), and, as in the case of thermoelastic diffusion, proportional 
•o •he square of •he distance over which •he a•oms mus• •ravel. Thus, •he re- 
laxa•ion •ime will be quite large for bulk diffusion due •o a pressure gradien• 
across, say, a grain diameter, and will be small for relaxation of an interstitial 
impurRy in•o an adjacent, bu• lower energy, sRe. 
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Relaxation by Diffusion in •a Stress-Wave-Induced Pressure or 
Temperature Gradient 
If •he solute a•oms in a solid solution such as (Mg,Fe)• SiO• or (Mg,Fe)SiO• 
are of larger size •han •he solven• a•oms, •hey will •end •o relieve compressional 
strain by diffusing in•o dilated regions. Conversely, small subs•i•u•ional solute 
a•oms and vacancies will diffuse •oward regions of compression. As in •he case 
of •hermal diffusion, •his mechanism operates principally for compressional 
waves, bus would also cause a•enua•ion of shear waves because of s•ress in- 
homogenei•ies. For longitudinal waves, •he relaxation s•rength A is given by 
[Bhatia, 1967] 
,• : M•(O,/Ox) •' (oa/Ox) (7) 
where x is molar concentration of solute. 
G is Gibbs free energy. 
e is longitudinal s•rain. 
Ma is unrelaxed elastic modulus. 
If 5he two components of this system are only partly miscible below some critical 
•emperature T•, and completely miscible above T•, then • second-order phase 
•ransition occurs a5 T•. The attenuation near the critical temperature of a sec- 
ond-order phase transition is discussed in a later section. For I T - To ] •P 0, ib is 
usually true that A • i [Bhatia, 1967]. In the case of an ideal solid solution, 
5he factor (O•G/Ox •) comes solely from the entropy of mixing 
O•G/Ox • = nkT/x(1 - x) 
Putting this into equation 7, we ge5 
A = M•- M• = x(1 -x) WM•(O½• •' Ma pRT \•xx/ 
where W is formula weight divided by number of •vailable impurity sites per 
formula weight. 
p is density. 
Oe/OX ---• (a• -- al)/al, where al is •tomic r•dius of solvent, and a• is atomic 
r•dius of solute. 
For forsSerite with a 10% Fe/Mg ratio, and taking W = 70, p = 3.3 grams/cm s, 
Ma = 2 X 10 • dynes/cm •, and (a• -- a•)/al -- (0.80 -- 0.65)/0.65 = 0.23, we get 
A --• i •5 2000øK. Thus, if the rel•x•Sion time for this mechanism were in the 
r•nge of seismic frequencies, this could be an importon5 mechanism indeed. The 
relaxation time is given by 
v = (d/a)•'(hN/H *) exp (H*/R T) 
where d is relaxation distance. 
a is distance •n •tom moves in elementary diffusion. 
h is Pl•nck's constant. 
N is Avogadro's number. 
H* is •ctiv•tion energy for diffusion. 
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Reasonable values for the activation energy range from 10 to more than 100 
kcal/mole. 
To evaluate the seismic significance of this mechanism, we compute the 
relaxation distance for which the relaxation time would equal 100 see, assuming 
a temperature of 2000øK and a range of activation energy. Values are given in 
Table 7. Assuming that the relaxation distance in the mantle is approximately 
the grain diameter, an unreasonably small grain size would be required in the 
mantle for this mechanism to be important in attenuating seismic waves. More- 
over, this type of relaxation has never been clearly identified in an oxide or 
silicate, although there is little work on silicate or oxide solid solutions. 
Atomic Relaxation 
There are many situations in which the nonequilibrium arrangement of the 
atoms induced by the applied stress is such that relaxation requires diffusion of 
atoms over only a few interatomic distances. 
Poin• defects in solids may create asymmetry in a crystal lattice under 
stress, causing diffusion of atoms to positions of lower energy, relief of part of 
the stress, and, hence, internal friction. Examples of point defects are vacancies, 
substitutional impurities, interesttrial impurities, and split (or 'dumbbell') self 
interstRials, in which two atoms occupy interstitial positions about an empty 
lattice site. Solute atoms in a dilute solid solution may be considered impurities. 
In ionic crystals, these various types of defects tend to exist in such combina- 
tions as to preserve charge neutrality. Berry [1962] has shown that isolated 
point defects may cause internal friction whenever the existence of the point 
defect causes a distortion that has a lower symmetry than that of the lattice. 
In a state of zero stress, an isolated point defect may occupy any of several 
crystallographically equivalent positions, all equal in energy. However, if the 
defect has the asymmetry described above, an applied stress will remove the 
degeneracy of the energy states, and the defects will prefer some sites over 
others. The asymmetry required would be expected only from interstitials, and 
only in certain lattices (e.g., interstitials occupying octahedral sites in a body- 
centered-cubic lattice). However, when the defect concentration becomes high 
enough tha• the defects are no longer effectively isolated, combinations of de- 
feets (of any kind) may have the asymmetry needed to remove the degeneracy 
of energy levels, and thus cause stress relaxation. The effect may be strongest 
TABLE 7. Diffusion Relaxation Distance in the Mantle such that • = 100 sec* 
Activation Energy, kcal/mole Relaxation Distance, cm 
10 2.2 X 10 -• 
20 8.8 X 10 -• 
40 1.0 X 10 -• 
60 1.0 X 10 -• 
* The values of d would be decreased by a factor of 10 for ß = 1 sec. 
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in either compressional, longitudinal, or shear modes, depending on •he symmetries 
of •he crystal lattice and •he lattice of available impurity si•es. 
The relaxation •ime for such a process is given by equation 3' 
• -- •o exp (G*/RT) = •o exp (- S*/R) exp (H*/RT) 
Here •o is approximately the period of •he fundamental •hermal vibrations, 
usually in the neighborhood of 10 -• •o 10 -•s sec. S • is the entropy difference be- 
tween •he activated and o.riginal sta•es of the jumping a•om, and H • is the 
height of •he energy barrier. If S • is large and negative, (i.e., •he jump is a 
rather unlikely one, or requires an unlikely coincidence of events), •he relaxation 
time may be ra•her long. However, the S • •erm will usually be of little conse- 
quence, and the relaxation effect will show up only in very-high-frequency meas- 
urements. 
The bes• known example of a shor•-range atomic relaxation effec5 occurs 
in the body-centered-cubic iron containing a small amoun• of nitrogen or carbon 
•oms (see, for example, Snoek [1941] and Zener [1948] ). The nitrogen or carbon 
atoms dissolved in the iron occupy interstitial positions •hat are crysSallographic- 
•lly equivalen• in the absence of s•ress. When the lattice is compressed non- 
hydrostatically, some sites become more favorable •han others and the crystal 
will attempt to maintain an equilibrium distribution, giving rise to an internal 
œric•ion which is a maximum when •he period of vibration is comparable with 
5he relaxation time for •he establishmen• of equilibrium. This effect has also 
been observed in a brass, which is a subs•itu•ional alloy with a face-centered- 
cubic s•ruc•ure in which zinc is dissolved in copper. The activation energy meas- 
ured anelas•ically agrees wi•h the activation energy for diffusion of zinc in 
copper. 
A more de•ailed treatmen• of •he conditions under which point defects 
cause in•ernal friction in metals, as well as a review of pertinent data, has been 
given by Berry [1962], and a treatment of the internal friction from isolated 
point defects in oxide crystals appears in a work by Wachtman et al., [1963]. 
Wha• is impor•an• here is •ha• each of •he poin• defects may cause relaxation- 
type in•ernal œricSion. The internal friction will increase wi•h 5he poin• deœec• 
concenSra•ion, and maximum in•ernal friction will occur when •he frequency of 
the applied s•ress wave is equal •o •he 'jump frequency' of •he perfinen• a•omic 
motion. This a•omic jumping is •hermally activated, so tha• f• = fo exp (-H•./ 
RT), where H • can be interpreted as •he depth of •he poSenSial well ou5 of 
which •he diffusing a•om must jump. H • should also equal the activation 
energy for s•eady-s•a•e diffusion, and thus when •he po.in• deœec• causing a 
particular in•ernal friction peak is known, •he shif• in •he peak frequency wi•h 
•empera•ure should in principle give •he activation energy of diffusion for •he 
given poin5 deœecS. The jump frequency depends on 5he material, •he •ype of 
poin• deœec• (or combination of poin• deœec•s), and of course •he •empera•ure. 
It may also be altered by •he presence of dislocations and grain boundaries 
(which introduce local s•ress perturbations). 
Relaxation effects also occur when an applied s•ress removes a degeneracy 
in order-disorder or twin-detwin pairs, and in general whenever a•omic mo•ions 
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act to lower the stored elastic energy of a solid body under applied stress. Again, 
the amoun• of the internal friction and the jump time vary widely. 
Other examples of processes in which relaxation occurs by diffusion of 
atoms over only a few interatomic distances are: 
Relaxation by diffusion of point deœects in the local stress field of a dislocation, 
which might involve bulk diffusion oœ solute atoms, but would have a much shorter 
relaxation time than bulk diffusion across the grai ns because the relaxation distance m•y 
be only a few lattice spacings, and because diffusion might be strongly enhanced by the 
strong stress gradient around a disiocation. Such a process may contribute to relaxations 
that have been observed in oxides (data for which are shown below), although the causes 
of these relaxations are not known with certainty. This mechanism could affect both ½om- 
pressio.nal and shear waves. 
Twin-twin relaxations, in which stress may remove the degenera½• between the left- 
and right-hand configurations in a ½rystMline solid whose symmetry allows twinning. This 
effect has been observed in quartz at 36 kHz and 575øK [Fraser, 1964]. The relaxation 
time is far shorter than seismic periods even at room temperature, and at mantle tem- 
peratures would be shorter yet. This mechanism would apply primarily to shear waves. 
Relaxations in Systems Undergoing Phase Transformations 
In systems that are subject to solid-liquid or solid-solid phase transitions, 
small stresses can induce a reaction from one phase to another, causing stress 
relaxation. For two phases in equilibrium, the attenuation will be given by the 
standard relaxation formula 
where the relaxation strength A is given by [Vai•nys, 1968] 
= [(c2- Co)/Co](V/Co) 
Here C is the complex phase velocity, and V is its real part. C• and Co are the 
unrelaxed (high-frequency) and relaxed (zero-frequency) values of C, both of 
which are real. ix is evaluated from the thermodynamic properties of the system 
by using 
_ -•V C • (Op/Op)• o(OV/Op)r 
where V is [he molar volume and y is the ratio of specific hea6s' 
Cp 
'y = C•,/Co = C•, n t- T(OV/OT)•/(OV/OP)•, 
This theory holds when both phases are present and in equilibrium. At the tem- 
perature of onset of a phase change, discontinuous volume changes occur that re- 
quire a modified analysis. For most solid-liquid transitions, and for solid-solid 
transitions of geophysical interest, the relaxation strength will be large, of the 
order of magnitude 10 4 to I [Vaignys, 1968]. The peak frequency will be de- 
termined by the kinetics of the appropriate reaction. 
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In the case oœ partial melting, the rate oœ liquid formation is given by 
•2s = o.A(k, _  z n2z ) n• • -{- 
where aA is the fraction of atoms in the interface region where they can react, k, 
and ks are rate constants for the solid-liquid and liquid-solid reactions, and where 
we have assumed a system of molar composition •, n2•, and n•,; l and s denote 
liquid and solid, and the liquid is assumed to behave as an ideal solution. At equi- 
librium,/•.z = 0, so that k,/k• = n•ø/n• -{- n•s ø. Then for small deviations from 
equilibrium, 
A•2z = -- kzo'An•z/(n•s -{- n2zø)2An 
where the superscript zero denotes an equilibrium value, and An2z -- n2• -- 
n2• ø. Thus we have 
1 k•o-A 
i• - 2•r•' - 2• n•,/(n•z + n•,) • 
Usually, k• can be described by an activation equation 
ks = yo exp [- (E* + PV*)/RT] 
where 7o is some characteristic vibration frequency for the liquid. We then have 
•Yo 2 
i• = • exp [--(E* + P V*)/RT]o'Anl•/(nl• -]-n2•) 
This number depends strongly on parameters that are difficult to predict: aA, 
the fraction of molecules at the interface, will depend on the domain size and 
could vary by several orders of magnitude. Using 7o = 10 •a I-Iz, aA = 3 x 10 -• 
nu = n• - 0.01, and an activation parameter appropriate to self diffusion in 
liquids, Vai•nys [1968] estimates that f• might be in the seismic frequency band 
at some depth in the mantle. 
It should also be mentioned that in addition to the chemical effect, partial 
melting can cause attenuation by scattering and by the mechanical coupling 
between the elastic solid and viscous liquid. We shall ignore the scattering effect 
because the dimension of any pocket of melt in the mantle is expected to be 
much smaller than a seismic wavelength.' The internal friction caused by me- 
chanical effects of partial melting will be discussed below in the section 'Viscous 
Mechanisms.' 
In a pure melt, the net rate of liquid formation is given by 
/x• = (k,- k•)o-A 
and is zero at equilibrium. If 
k, = Xo exp - F,*/R T 
k• = •o exp -- F•*/RT 
then F• • = F•" at equilibrium. Expanding F•" and F• •, we find that 
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Fz* -- Fo* •- (OFz*/OT)• AT •- (OFz*/OP)• /xp - Fo* -- S• AT •- Vz* 
F•* - Fo* -- S•* AT •- V•* AP 
also V• • - V• • - AVm, •he volume increase on melSing, and S8 • - S•  - 
ASm, 5he entropy of fusion. These relations lead to 
dAn•/dt = - •rA[- AVm/xP -• (AH•/To) /XT]/RTo 
The AT has two causes, adiabatic compression and the heat of reaction' 
AT--[T(OV/OT)•/C•]AP- 
C•oo is the effective heat capacity a5 the reaction site, approximated by C•" 
•A/V,•, where C• © is the unrelaxed specific heat at constant pressure, A• is the 
effective •hermal interface area, $ is the depth to which the thermal wave pene- 
trates, and V• is •he molar volume. The peak frequency is •hen given as [Vai•nys, 
19681 
•o 
f• - • exp I--(El* -]- PU•*)/RT]aA(/•H•)•(V•/$A•)/C•RT  (8) 
This could be in the seismic bandwidth for mantle conditions. 
The above argumenSs apply also to solid-solid transitions, with the differ- 
ence that the activation parameters will be somewhat higher in solids. Other 
•hings being equal, this would imply longer relaxation times for the solid-solid 
5ransi•ions, but compensating effects might exist. In the solid 5ransitions, co- 
operative phenomena may occur tha5 overcome the high activation energy; e.g., 
a local change in crystal structure will cause local stresses, which can act •o en- 
courage the phase change 5o propagate. Moreover, •he rate cons•an5 k• may con- 
tain pre-exponen•ial factors indicating an inhibition no• presen5 in solids. An 
example of such an inhibition is the tendency of many melts •o form 'anti- 
crystalline' clusters of • few hundred atoms on cooling toward the mel•ing poin5 
[Ubbelohde, 1965]. Such clusters have a lower enthalpy •han •he melS, yes be- 
cause of geometrical consideraSions are inco.nsisten5 with 5he crystal structure 
of the solid. Such effecSs migh5 cause the liquid-solid reacSion to be slower, not 
faster, than solid-solid reactions, and thus any comparisons of relaxation times 
based only on activation parameters hould be regarded as speculative. 
Attenuation at the Temperature o] Onset o] a Phase Change 
A5 euSectic poinSs, mel•ing points of pure subsSances, and polymorphic phase 
5ransitions, disconSinuous volume changes necessitate amendments •o the above 
relaxation theory. The relaxaSion strengSh A has no5 been calculated for such 
cases, bus it would presumably often be qui•e large (i.e., A _• 1). As can be seen 
from equation 8, at temperatures well above and below •he 5ransition 5empera- 
•ure, where only one phase xists, •he factor aA vanishes, o tha• ]• -- 0 and Q-• 
-- 0. A• the •ransition temperature i•self, •he two phases can be expected •o be 
in conSac• over large areas, so •ha5 aA is large and ]• increases radically, by 
several orders of magnitude. If the experimental frequency ] is in •he range of 
values swep5 by •, we should expec• • sharp peak in Q-• a5 •he 5ransiSion tern- 
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perature. This effect has been observed in ice at its melting point [Spetzler and 
Anderson, 1968] and in quartz-bearing rocks at 3 kHz and 850øK [Volarovitch 
and Gurvitch, 1957], at which temperature a polymorphic transition occurs in 
quartz. 
Attenuation near the Critical Temperature of a Second-Order Phase Transition 
Many solids tha• are subject to second-order phase transitions exhibit a very 
sharp increase in a•enua•ion when the temperature approaches T•, •he critical 
temperature. The thermodynamic state of such a system is dependent upon at 
least •hree independen• variables. In •he case where three are sufficient, we shall 
for convenience take the firs• •wo • be temperature and pressure, and for the 
•hird we shall use the variable •. For the example of an order-disorder transfor- 
mation in an alloy, • would represent he order parameter. For T -• T•, the free 
energy G will depend on T, P, and •; we write G - -SST + VSP + zS•. The 
condition for equilibrium is then 
(OG/O•)•,. •, = z(P, T, •) = 0 
Because G must be independent of • at 5he critical point, we also have 
(0a/o -- 0 
and similarly for all higher-order derivatives. 
However, the relaxation time is inversely proportional to the ordering force, 
•, - (3z/O•)r,•, - (32G/a•2)r,•. Thus a5 •he critical 5emperaSure, where 5he 
ordering force vanishes, the relaxation time becomes infinite. Similarly, the re- 
laxation strength, (Mr - M•)/Mr, drops discontinuously from some finite value 
to zero at the critical temperature. We thus expect a very sharp peak in attenua- 
tion just below the critical temperature where the relaxation time equals the 
period of vibration and the relaxation strength is still finite. As the temperature 
is increased, this peak is œollowed by a rapid drop in attenuation because the 
relaxation time exceeds the vibration period, and we expect no attenuation from 
this mechanism at the critical temperature itself. 
Because it is seldom possible to determine the precise mechanism responsible 
for a relaxation peak, and because we wish to see if ar•y of the atomic relaxations 
are likely to be important, we have assembled in Table 8 data from all the 
poSenSially impor, an5 relaxation mechanisms observed in single crystals. We 
have included high-temperature data for oxide single crystals, but have not 
attempted to present data for metals or for any material at low temperature 
and high frequency. 
The importance of these relaxations in the attenuation of seismic waves 
depends on the variation of the peak frequency with temperature and pressure, 
given by equation 5. Unless the peak frequency [• under mantle conditions is 
near the range of seismic frequencies, the mechanism will not be important for 
seismic-wave attenuation. A convenient way to display the variation of [• with 
temperature is to plo5 log f• versue inverse temperature, as in Figure 5. Mea- 
surement of f• for a single relaxation mechanism at two different temperatures 
determines two points on this plot, and a straight line through these points can 
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be used to determine i, at other temperatures (but at the same pressure). Such 
plots for the highest-temperature relaxations found in oxides and silicates are 
shown in Figure 9. The horizontal bars indicate measurements made at a single 
frequency over a range of temperatures, the highest temperature being given 
by the left end point of the bar. The dots represent internal friction peaks, and 
the sloping lines are each drawn through two peaks presumably caused by the 
same relaxation mechanism in the same material. One of the experimental points 
for MgO is off scale and is not shown in the diagram. The sloping line through 
the Al20a points indicates the alleged Bordoni relaxation found by Chang 
[1961] in deformed crystals only, and is not found at the appropriate tempera-
ture in an undeformed crystal; this is indicated by the horizontal bar labeled 
with reference 5 and the notation 'no peak.' 
The approximate range of frequency and temperature sampled by surface 
waves in the mantle is indicated in the lower left corner of Figure 9. Of all the 
relaxations ever discussed in single-crystal silicates and oxides, only one projects 
into the area of seismic interest, and this is the relaxation found by Chang [1961] 
in deformed AI20 a. Although it is true that the effect of pressure is to increase 
the enthalpies of activation of atomic processes, retard the atomic motions, and 
thus drive the peak frequencies to lower values for a given temperature, the 
conclusion is inescapable that most of the relaxations so far observed in single 
crystals would not contribute to the damping of seismic waves in the mantle. In 
principal, there may be many atomic (or dislocation) relaxations in mantle-type 
crystals under mantle conditions. Complex motions involving the simultaneous 
movement of groups of atoms might have the long relaxation times required. The 
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Fig. 9. High-temperature relaxation peaks in single crystals. Data from: 
(1) Wasilik [1957]; (2) Marx and Sivertsen [1953]; (3) Southgate [1966]; 
(4) Ghang [1961]; (5) Turnbaugh [1962]. 
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high-temperature, low-œrequency measurements necessary to detect them have 
not yet been performed. 
Grain Boundary Relaxations 
In polycrystals, additional temperature-activated relaxations occur that are 
related to a stress relaxation mechanism at grain boundaries. In metals grain 
boundary relaxation peaks occur at •emperatures of 300 to 1000øK, at frequencies 
near I ttz [K•, 1947; Leak, 1962; Pearson and Rotherham, 1956]. For impure 
metals the activation energy is near that for self diffusion, bu• is reduced by a 
factor of •/• for very pure metals. In many very pure metals the activation 
energy for self diffusion near the grain boundaries is reduced by about half from 
that of self diffusion in the bulk, suggesting that the relaxation peak is connected 
wi•h a stress-induced grain boundary diffusion [Van Bueren, 1961, p. 384]. 
K• [1947] attempted to explain grain boundary relaxation by the presence 
of a viscous layer at the grain boundary. The stress relaxation time is 7D/Gd, 
where 7 is the viscosity of the layer, D is the grain diameter, G is the unrelaxed 
shear modulus, and d is the thickness of the viscous layer. If 7 - 7o exp (H"/RT), 
where H * is some activation enthalpy and 7o is a constant, 
I Gd 
• = 2•r•- 2•r•oD exp (- H* /RT) (O) 
for the frequency of maximum internal friction as a function of temperature. 
K• [1949] assumed that the grain boundary was composed of regions of good 
grain-to-grain lattice fi•, separated by regions of poor fi•, and that deformation 
took place by forcing groups of atoms past one another in the regions of poor 
fit (his 'grain boundary slip' model). The activation energy should be that of 
volume self diffusion (i.e., the energy needed to distort the lattice enough to allow 
an atom •o pass through) with no consideration being •aken of the type or con- 
centration of impurities at the boundary. 
In a different model, Mort [1948] considered similar regions of good and bad 
fit, bu• assumed that deformation took place by actually removing atoms from 
the lattice in the regions of poor fit. The activation enthalpy would then be H * 
- nL(1 - T/T,•) In aV/kT, where n is the number of atoms that become 
separated, L is •he latent heat of fusion for these atoms, Tm is the melting tem- 
perature, T the temperature, a the applied stress, and V the molar volume. Mott's 
model may account for the effect of impurities, as L, Tin, and V will depend on 
•he composition of •he grain-boundary material. 
Neither •he K• nor the Mo•t model has given a totally satisfactory quantita- 
tive explanation of the observed in•ernal friction. Additional facts thab need 
•o be considered are the following: 
1. Because of stress concentraffon ear the grain boundaries, the grains themselves may 
actually deform by dislocation motion. Moreover, the dislocation density may be very 
high near the grain boundaries. 
2. Impurities tend to collect at grain boundaries, and grain boundaries may act as either 
sources or sinks of poin• defects. 
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3. The energies needed to perform certain functions, such as unbinding an atom or disø 
torting the lattice a certain amount, will be different at the grain boundaries from 
those in the interiors of grains. These energies depend on the type and concentration 
of impurities. 
4. In a polymineralic aggregate, there is in general no lattice fit across grains and thus 
the 'good fit, bad fit' models are valid only in the sense that there is bad fit every- 
where. 
With the above remarks in mind, we consider the observations of grain- 
boundary relaxation in sintered oxides and rocks, treating the activation energy 
and the pre-exponential factor in equation 5 as empirically derived quantities. 
Table 9 gives the experimentally determined parameters for all observed therm- 
ally activated relaxations that occur in polycrystalline oxides and rocks at high 
temperatures which were found in the literature. 
In A120s, peaks occur in doped samples that do not occur in pure samples. 
Chang [1959] found that in alumina doped with Cr20s the temperatures at 
which these peaks occur increase with increasing impurity concentration. Similar 
peaks were found in samples doped with Si02 and La•Os, but the peak tempera- 
tures decreased with increasing impurity concentrations. Measurements on highly 
pure samples of polycrystalline AltOs are in disagreement, as Turnbaugh [1962] 
failed to find a relaxation peak corresponding to that found by Wachtman and 
Lain [1958], Chang [1959], and Chung et al. [1962']. Some of the data for poly- 
crystalline AltOs are shown in Figure 10, constructed in the same way as Fig- 
ure 9. The open circles are relaxation peaks observed in nominally pure A120s; 
the crosses are peaks that occur in alumina doped with Cr20's but are absent in 
pure alumina. The horizontal bars on which no peaks are indicated represent 
measurements made by Turnbaugh [1962] on very pure Al•03. It is seen that a 
high-temperature peak expected on the basis of the other observations on pure 
alumina is not present. Turnbaugh investigated the microstructure of all samples 
of pure A120s used by the other investigators, and he concluded that those 
samples on which the peak was observed actually contained small amounts of a 
glassy phase at the grain boundaries. He found from his own internal friction 
measurements that the peak was present only in samples containing small 
amounts of alkalies and Si02 as impurities, which presumably precipitate at the 
grain boundaries to form the glassy phase. A further complication in the interpre- 
tation of this high-temperature peak is the observation by Chang [1959] that a 
similar effect also occurs in single-crystal Al•03, (although to a smaller extent), 
as Figure 11 shows. This evidence implies that the high-temperature peak in 
AltOs is not caused by grain boundary viscosity as K• and Mort believed, but by 
a more complex mechanism that involves dislocations as well as impurities. 
In BeO, a 'pure' grain boundary peak occurs in addition to two lower tem- 
perature peaks associated with MgO impurity. These peaks are shown in Figure 
12. Relaxation peaks occur in doped ZrO• as shown in Figure 13, but the data 
are not complete or consistent enough for activation energies to be inferred. No 
measurements have been reported for pure ZrO•. 
Because mantle materials are undoubtedly polycrystalline, at high tempera- 
ture, and full of impurities (and/or separate phases at grain boundaries), it is 
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Fig. 10. High-temperature relaxation peaks in polycrystalline Al,•08. Data 
from: (1) Chung et al. [1962]; (2) Chung [1961]; (3) Wachtman and Lam 
[1958]; (4) Wachtman and Maxwell [1957]; (5) Turnbaugh [1962]; (6) 
Dew [1950]; (7) Chang [1959]. 
likely •hat the mechanisms responsible for the observed internal friction in poly- 
crystalline ceramics may also cause seismic internal friction. Because the grain 
size and impurity content are likely to be important, and because different im- 
purities may have quite different effects on the grain-boundary relaxation, a 
useful next step in an experimental program for geophysics would be to look 
for grain-boundary relaxations in possible mantle material, and to determine 
activation energies as in the oxides. 
The effect of pressure on grain-boundary relaxation has not yet been studied 
for any material. Most probably, pressure would reduce the internal friction 
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Fig. 11. Internal friction peaks in single-crystal and polycrystalline Al•08 
[Chang, 1959]. Note that T(øK) • T., (øK)/2. 
peak and move it to a lower frequency for a given temperature, as pressure tends 
to impede atomic mobility. 
Fitting o[ Seismic Data with Relaxation Mechanism 
For a solid body with nonuniform elastic properties, the average attenuation 
will be given by 
Q-'(•) = f• K(•, r)Q-'(l, r) dr ol 
where )' is the frequency, r is the radius vector, Q-• 0 •, r) is the local intrinsic attenua- 
tion factor, and the kernel function K() •, r) depends on the mode of wave propaga- 
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tion and the elastic properties of the solid body. For seismic surface waves, the 
kernel function represents the density of elastic energy stored by the seismic wave, 
and has been_tabulated for several elastic models of the earth [e.g., A•derson, 1964]. 
Assuming a Qf• of the form 
where 
Qf'q, r) = 
and treating 
Mo- MR 
Mo I •-[ffl•(r)] e 
•,(r) = lo exp {-- [E* -]- P(r) V*]/RT(r)} 
, V •, (My - MR)/Mv, and •o as arbitrary parameters, constant 
for the whole earth, Jackson [1969] showed that the relaxation model could 
account for the observed attenuation of Love waves and torsional oscillations. 
Fig. 12. 
I I I I 
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High-temperature relaxation peaks in polycrystalline BeO. Data 
from Chang [1959]. 
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Fig. 13. High-temperature relaxation peaks in polycrystalline ZrOr Impurities in mole 
per cent. I)'ata from- (1) Wachtman et al. [1959]; (2) Wachtman and Cotwin [1965]; (3) 
Dew [1950]. 
/ 
These calculations made use of the kernel function for the CIT 13b oceanic earth 
model, the MacDonald 19b temperature model [MacDonald, 1959], and a pres- 
sure model by Bullard [1957]. Several sets of physically reasonable values for 
the four arbitrary constants gave a good fit to the seismic data. One of these 
models is compared with the seismic data in Figure 14. 
The œact hat this highly œrequency-dependent model fits the data as well 
as previously œrequency-independent models indicates that the presently avail- 
able seismic data cannot answer the question of whether or not Q-• has an in- 
trinsic frequency dependence in the earth. 
VISCOUS MECHANISMS 
, 
High-Temperature, Internal-Friction Background 
The high-temperature internal friction of many materials can be represented 
by a series of peaks superimposed on a curve that increases monotonically with 
•emperature. In •he metallurgical literature this increase has been called the 'high- 
temperature, internal-friction background' and has been attributed to vacancy 
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creation and diffusion. This behavior occurs in both single crystals and poly- 
crystals, although the internal •ri½•ion in polycrystals is usually at least an 
order oœ magnitude grea•er than in single crystals, other conditions remaining 
the same. The internal friction is o•ten an inverse function oœ the frequency and 
seems to obey a law oœ the form 
Q-' = (A/l) exp (-- H*/RT) (10) 
where A is a constant and H * is the activation energy for this mechanism. Both 
A and H * will be functions of the concentration of impurities and other physical 
defects in the sample. 
Some of the best data on internal friction in a solid near its melting point 
has been obtained for ice, both pure and doped [Kuroiwa, 1964]. These data 
are in good agreement with equation 10, as Figure 15 shows. A low-½emperature 
relaxation peak has been subtracted from Kuroiwa's data before plotting this 
figure. The effect of impurities in the ice is to increase the internal friction at a 
given temperature, as shown in Figure 16. This effect could be caused by an 
o 
! 
ß LOVE WAVES AND TORSIONAL 
OSCILLATIONS 
o RAYLEIGH WAVES AND SPHEROIDAL 
OSCILLATIONS 
o 
10 DO 1000 IO000 
PERIOD, SECONDS 
Fig. 14. Fit of relaxation model to Love-wave and torsional-oscillation data. Assumed param- 
eters were E* -- 80 kcal/mole, V* -- 4 cmS/mole, fo -- 10 u Hz, (Mr -- MR)/Mu -- 0.165. 
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Fig. 15. Internal friction in doped polycrystalline ice near the melting 
point. Data from Kuroiwa [1964], with effects of a lower-temperature 
relaxation peak subtracted. The eutectic temperature of the NaCl-ice 
system corresponds to 1000/T of 3.98. As the temperature increases the 
amount of fluid phase increases. Most of the data on this figure are for the 
two-phase system ice-brine. 
increase in the factor A of equation 10, a decrease in the activation energy, or 
both. 
The anelastic behavior of polycrystalline AlaOa near the melting point is 
similar to that of ice in that the internal friction is higher at every temperature 
in a doped specimen than in a similar pure specimen. This is demonstrated in 
Figure 17. Notice also that a relaxation peak occurs in the doped specimen but 
is absent in the pure specimen. 
Internal-friction data for several oxides and silicates are shown in Figure 
18. Notice that, at very high temperature, an order of magnitude change in O-• 
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can be caused by a 10 to 20• change in the absolute temperature. All samples 
are polycrystalline unless otherwise indicated. These data illustrate the properties 
mentioned above' 
1. In all cases except the MgO at 3 X 104 Hz, the internal friction increases with tem- 
perature in approximate agreement with equation 10. In the exceptional case, the 
monotonic increase may be hidden by a relaxation peak. Also, the measurement was 
carried to only 0.4 of the melting point of MgO, so that the 'high temperature back- 
ground' may occur at much higher temperatures. 
2. The internal friction is an inverse function of the frequency. Compare A1203 at 13 Hz 
and 25 Hz, MgO single crystals at 3 X 104 Hz and 1.6 X 10 • Hz. 
-I i i i 
a ice 
. antarctic Iceberg, 
350 Hz 
.001 M NaCl, 
177 Hz 
300 Hz 
pure Ice • 
_ 170 Hz 
_$ I ! ! 
3,6 3,8 4.0 
IOOO / T , ß K '• 
Fig. 16. Internal friction in polycrystalline ice near the melting point. 
Data for sea ice are from Tal•ata [1959], all other data are from Kuroiwa 
[1964]. 
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High-temperature internal friction of Al=03. Data from Turnbaugh [ 1962]. 
The internal friction in polycrystalline specimens is much higher than that in single 
crystals: compare polycrystalline A120• at 13 Hz with single-crystal Al•03 at 11 
Moreover, the Al=O• single crystals were deformed before testing to introduce dislo- 
cations. The internal friction in undeformed specimens was less than 2 X 10 -• at all 
temperatures up to 2070øK [Chang, 1959]. 
The frequency and temperature dependence of high-temperature internal- 
friction background can be explained in terms of the thermally activated relaxa- 
tion mechanism. From equation 6, the internal friction for a relaxation mechanism 
is given by 
- MR •/•o exp (--H*/RT) 
I -[-[i/io'•exp (--H*/RT)] •' 
If 
then 
i >> i, = Io exp (--H*/RT) 
Q-' = 2C Io exp (--H*/RT) (11) 
which is iden[icM •o equation 10, wRh 2Cfo - A. A[ a given frequency, [here 
exists a •empem•ure T• - -H*/(k ß In/fro) such •ha• equs[ion 6 has a maxi- 
mum. If [his [empem[ure is grea•er •han •he mel•ing poin• of [he solid, [hen no 
maximum will be seen in [he da•a, as equation 6 will no[ hold for •he moRen ma- 
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terial. However, T• is still is a valid parameter for describing the internal friction 
below the melting point. Furthermore, if the high-temperature background is 
indeed caused by a relaxation phenomenon, e might expect that, at sufficiently 
low frequency, T• would be less than the melting temperature, and a peak would 
be seen in a plot of internal friction versus temperature. The condition for this 
maximum to occur is 
• • •o exp [(-- H*)/RT=] (12) 
where T• is the melting temperature. The fact that no maximum has occurred 
in the internal friction of ice at 177 Hz (see Figure 15) allows the use of in- 
equality 12 to obtain an upper limit for the quantity [o for the NaCl-doped ice 
examined by Kuroiwa' 
[o '( •' exp [(H*)/RT=] = 10•SHz (13) 
The fact that the curve for ice at 177 Itz deviates negatively from a straight 
line implies that T• at 177 Hz is only slightly greater than the final melting 
temperature of ice, and therefore that condition 12 is almost satisfied. 
The fact that the internal friction increases rapidly in many solids near 
their melting points suggests that the mechanism responsible for the internal 
-2 
-5 
-4 
-5 
I I I 
0.0 0.5 !.0 1.5 2.0 
IOO0/T,øK" 
Fig. 18. High-temperature internal friction for several oxides and silicates. 
Data from' (1) Turnbaugh [1962]; (2) Dew [1950]' (3) Chang [1961]' 
(4) Huber et. al. [1961]; (5) Volarovitch and Gurvitch [1957]; (6) Marx 
and Sivertsen [1953]. 
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friction is connected with the mechanism of melting. In facb, ib has been sug- 
gested tha5 melting migh5 be a thermally activated phenomenon, as the high 
temperature background seems to be. Nachtrieb [1957] proposed tha5 melting 
occurs when the density of mobile lattice vacancies reaches a critical value. The 
relative vacancy concentration isgiven by 
c = exp (-H*/RT) (14) 
where H • is the activation enthalpy for vacancy formation. Thus melting occurs 
when ' 
c = c• = exp (-- H*/RT,•) (15) 
where c,• is the critical vacancy concentration for melting to occur. Thus the ac- 
tivation enthalpy for vacancy formation is related to the melting temperature 
by the equation 
H* = -- R T= In c. (16) 
If the high-temperature background were controlled by the same mechanism, 
then 
[• = [o exp (- H*/RT) -- •o exp [(T./T) Inc.] (17) 
and for f >> f•, 
Q_, = M•- M• •o exp [(T•/T)In c•] (18) My • 
Equation 18 suggests that if the critical vacancy concentration is the same 
for all solids, a plo• of In Q-X versus Tm/T for many differen• solids would yield 
a family of straight lines with the same slope. Such a plot is shown in Figure 
19, and it is eviden• tha• the slopes of the curves are not the same. Thus either 
the mechanisms controlling melting and internal friction are not the same, or else 
the critical concentration of mobile vacancies varies considerably from one solid 
to another. 
The high-temperature background is very similar, if no• identical, to a 
phenomenon seen in metals and labeled 'high-temperature dislocation damping' 
[Van Bueren, 1961]. In a few metals (copper, aluminum) the activation energy 
for internal friction is approximately equal to tha• for vacancy diffusion, bu• for 
o•her metals, the activation energies are qui•e different. Possible explanations 
for the phenomenon include damped oscillation of dislocations in an internal 
stress field, impeded motion of dislocations through a field of poin• defects, and 
dislocations dragging poin• defects to which they are pinned. As for nonmetals, 
however, the experimental work has no• been systematic enough to clearly identify 
the mechanism of stress relaxation. 
In conclusion, i• seems that the high-temperature, internal-friction back- 
ground is caused by a thermally activated relaxation process. The presence of 
this effect in deformed AI.,.Oa single crystals, and its absence in similar bu• un- 
deformed samples, indicate tha• dislocations are involved. The difference in in- 
ternal friction between polycrystalline specimens and single crystals and the 
effec• of impurities indicate tha• the mechanism responsible for the internal fric- 
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tion is strongly enhanced a• grain boundaries, where the dislocation density is 
high and where impurity atoms may precipitate as a glassy phase. 
Table 10 gives values of the importan• parameters of this high-temperature 
rise for the oxides, silicates, and glasses for which high-temperature data are 
available. Few experiments were complete enough to allow computation of acti- 
vation energies, and i• seems tha• no studies have been made to determine the 
effects of pressure or of grain size on the process involved. Isolating the mecha- 
nism of this high-temperature in•ernal friction rise, and determining wi•h much 
better accuracy •he effects of temperature, pressure, frequency, and grain size 
are impor•an• experimental problems to be solved before the artelastic properties 
of the earth can be understood. 
The high-temperature background attenuation is very strong a• high tem- 
peratures in very pure materials. An order-of-magnitude increase in Q-• can be 
obtained by raising the temperature some 200øC (see Figure 19). Unfortunately, 
experiments of this type have only been done a• atmospheric pressure. Pressure 
undoubtedly suppresses this effec• but possibly only to the extent hat i• raises 
the melting temperature. Although data are sparse, there is some suggestion (Fig- 
ure 18) tha• the effec• oœ temperature is not as pronounced on materials as 
chemically and geometrically complex as rocks. However, until measurements are 
made on pore- and crack-free rocks at relatively low Irequencies and preferably 
a• high pressure, i• mus• be assumed that the large temperature effec• measured 
on high quality oxides may occur in the mantle. The effec• of one order of mag- 
nitude or less on attenuation tha• accompanies partial melting therefore is not 
ye• a convincing argumen• in discussions of partial melting in the mantle. How- 
ever, if i• could be shown tha• the high attenuation zone of the upper mantle 
star•ed and terminated abruptly rather than gradually, i• would probably indD 
cate partial melting. 
An extensive experimental program on complex silicates at high temperatures 
and in the vicinity of the solidus performed a• modest confining pressure and in- 
volving measurements of V•, V•, Q•-•, and Q•-• as a function of frequency and 
grain size is required in order to take full advantage of the seismic data. 
INTERNAL FRICTION CAUSED BY MECHANICAL EFFECTS OF 
PARTIAL MELTING 
Several seismic studies have indicated that increased absorption, particu- 
larly of S waves, occurs below volcanic zones and is therefore presumably re- 
lated to partial melting. Utsu [1966] suggests that the Q-• in the upper mantle 
in different regions in Japan varies by a factor of 10. Similar effects occur in the 
western United States [McGinley and Anderson, 1969]. Regional variations in 
seismic absorption may prove to be a powerful tool in mapping the thermal 
state of the upper mantle. Preliminary results indicate that, where the absorp- 
tion is anomalously high, S is more affected than P. It has also been suggested 
that partial melting• is the most probable cause of the low-velocity layer in the 
upper mantle of the earth [Anderson a•d Sammis, 1968]. Thus the role of partial 
melting in the attenuation of seismic waves may be a critical one, at least in 
certain regions of the earth. 
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Fig. 19. I-Iigh-temperature, internal-friction background for selected oxides and metals. 
Samples are polycrystalline unless otherwise noted. The Al•O8 single-crystal specimens were 
cold worked to introduce dislocations before. testing. Data from' (1) Mizutani and Kanamori 
[1964]; (2) Chang [1959]; (3) Tabata [1959]; (4) Kuroiwa [1964]; (5) Chang [1961]; (6) 
K• [1947]; (7) Huber et al. [1961]. Note that the effect of temperature on the attenuation 
in oxides is much greater than in the metals. 
Studies of the melting of polycrystalline solids have shown that melting be- 
gins at grain boundaries, often at temperatures far below the melting point of 
the main constituents of the grains. This effect is caused by impurities that have 
collected at the grain boundaries during the initial solidification. Walsh [1968, 
1969] computed the internal friction for two phenomenological models o.f a par- 
tially melted solid based on these observations. His calculations included me- 
chanical effects only, ignoring thermoelastic and thermochemical attenuation in 
two-phase systems. In the first model, he assumed a structure of solid, perfectly 
elastic matrix with narrow lens-shaped inclusions of Newtonian viscous melt. 
For this model, if • << •c, c << 1, and Q-• <( 1, 
C(OJ/OJe)(K 1 -- K:): QK --! • Ki(K•. l•_ ½K1) 
Q•-:= A •/• 
where Q•-• is internal friction for pure comprision. 
(19) 
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Q,-• is internal friction for shear. 
C is fr•ction•l concentration of melt phase. 
K. is bulk modulus of solid phase. 
K• is bulk modulus of melt phase. 
d is m•jor •xis of melt inclusion. 
v is average volume of solid material surrounding inclusion. 
• is Poisson ratio for solid material. 
:o• = 3K•/2•. 
• is shear modulus of melt phase. 
• is shear modulus of solid phase. 
• is effective viscosity of melt in narrow channels. 
a = (3•ra/4)(3K. + 2•.)/(3K. + 4•.). 
a is ratio of minor to major axes of the inclusion. 
The restriction on • is no• at all severe, as • ) 10 s Hz for most liquids. The 
restrictions on c and Q-• will hold almost up to the poin• of complete melting. 
Attenuation according to Walsh's model should exhibit the following proper- 
ties' 
(a) Q•-•, the attenuation of the purely compressional componen• of seismic 
waves due to •his mechanism, will be negligible a• seismic frequencies, 
since • _• 10 s Hz for typical rocks. 
(b) Under shear, this material exhibits the properties of the 'standard linear 
solid' with relaxation time roughly given by 
1/• = o• = a•!• 
The ratio •v/• •ypically ranges from 10 • •o .10 s Hz, so that •his 
mechanism would be impo•an• for inclusion aspect ratios of 10 -s to 1•. 
These aspect ratios would be quite reasonable, assuming a melt phase 
that wets the grain boundary, thus forming a thin film. Fu•hermore, 
the relaxation stren•h A is strongly dependent on the number of sites 
of melting, and could exceed 1 even for a very small volume of melt. 
(c) Assuming •he viscosity behaves as • - •o exp (H•/RT), this shear 
a•tenuation mechanism will behave as a thermally activated relaxation, 
comparable • the 'grain boundary viscosity' model of K• [1949] (c.f. 
equation 9). 
(d) Shear a•tenuation will increase very sharply with the onset of melting. 
In the second model, the fluid phase is considered continuous, and the solid 
phase is described as spherical •ains in the fluid matrix. Under the same resttic- 
tions on •, c, and Q-•, 
c(w/w•)(Ks -- K,) • 
•K --• 
Ks(K• --cKs) (20) 
= I -- (•/15)•/K,) 
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The concentration of .melt as a function of temperature and pressure is 
perhaps the most important unknown quantity in these equations, followed 
closely by the viscosity of the melt. As some partial melting is likely to occur 
in the earth's mantle, this mechanism is a possible cause of seismic attenuation, 
particularly at very low frequencies. Melt concentrations of as little as 10 -• 
may cause significant attenuation at seismic frequencies. 
Spetzler and Anderson [1968] studied the effect of partial melting in the 
system NaC1-H20. At the eutectic temperature the system is partially molten, 
having a melt content hat is proportional to the original salinity. The internal 
friction for longitudinal waves increased abruptly by 48% at the eutectic point 
for one per cent partial melting and 71• for two per cen5 partial melting. The 
corresponding increases in internal friction for shear were 37• and 73•. Further 
melting caused a gradual further increase in Q-•. The fractional increases in Q-• 
across the eutectic point were much greater than the fractional drops in velocity. 
Figure 20 shows the Q in the ice-brine-NaC1 system for a concentration f 2• 
NaC1 for longitudinal vibrations of a rod. Plotted are data for the fundamental 
and firs5 two overtones. Note the abrupt drop in Q as partial melting is initiated 
at the eutectic temperature. There is a corresponding, but much less pronounced, 
drop in velocity at the same temperature. 
SUMMARY 
Several internal friction mechanisms can be ruled out almost immediately 
as significan5 causes of seismic attenuation in the 6arth's mantle. Rayleigh scaS- 
tering, dislocation resonance, and bulk thermoelastic relaxation operate only at 
very high frequency. Magnetic relaxation will be unimportan5 in mantle materials. 
Friction across cracks, which probably causes most of the attenuation in dry 
rocks at low pressure, will not be important under mantle pressures. 
ioo 
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Fig. 20. Q measured from longitudinal vibrations of ice rod containing 2% NaC1. At low 
temperatures, this is a solid solution. At temperatures higher than the eutectic, the system 
is an ice-brine mixture. 
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A •ew mechanisms are unlikely to cause significant seismic attenuation in 
the upper mantle bu• canno• be ruled ou• completely. These include mos• oœ the 
high-frequency atomic scale relaxations, uch -•s stress-induced ordering, twin- 
ning-detwinning, and stress-driven phase changes. Granato-Li•cke dislocation hys- 
teresis will probably no• be important because oœ thermal unpinning oœ disloca- 
tions a• high temperatures. Bordoni dislocation relaxation usually occurs only 
in deœormed materials and at very low temperatures, and thus probably no• in 
the earth's mantle, bu• recen• experiments on aluminum oxide may have revealed 
a Bordoni peak a• high temperatures. 
Other mechanisms are likely to cause seismic attenuation, bu• their impor- 
tance depends on factors tha• are very difficul• to estimate. Intergranular thermo- 
elastic relaxation depends on the grain size and thermal diffusivity of mantle 
materials. Relaxation caused by impurity diffusion, particularly at grain bound- 
aries, is a very probable mechanism, bu• depends on details of the chemistry o• 
the mantle, as well as grain size. 
Grain-boundary relaxation and high-temperature background are •he most 
probable mechanisms oœ seismic attenuation in the mantle, although partial mel•- 
ing may predominate in the low-velocity zone of the upper mantle. 
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